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AbstratThe urrent surge of interest in searh and omparison tasks in natu-ral language proessing has brought with it a fous on vetor spae ap-proahes and vetor spae dimensionality redution tehniques. Pre-senting data as points in hyperspae provides opportunities to use avariety of well-developed tools pertinent to this representation. Di-mensionality redution allows data to be ompressed and generalised.Eigen deomposition and related algorithms are one ategory of ap-proahes to dimensionality redution, providing a prinipled way toredue data dimensionality that has time and again shown itself apa-ble of enabling aess to powerful generalisations in the data. Issueswith the approah, however, inlude omputational omplexity andlimitations on the size of dataset that an reasonably be proessed inthis way. Large datasets are a persistent feature of natural languageproessing tasks.This thesis fouses on two main questions. Firstly, in what ways aneigen deomposition and related tehniques be extended to largerdatasets? Seondly, this having been ahieved, of what value is theresulting approah to information retrieval and to statistial languagemodelling at the n-gram level? The appliability of eigen deomposi-tion is shown to be extendable through the use of an extant algorithm;the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm (GHA), and the novel extensionof this algorithm to paired data; the Asymmetri Generalized Heb-bian Algorithm (AGHA). Several original extensions to the these al-gorithms are also presented, improving their appliability in variousdomains. The appliability of GHA to Latent Semanti Analysis-style tasks is investigated. Finally, AGHA is used to investigate thevalue of singular value deomposition, an eigen deomposition vari-ant, to n-gram language modelling. A sizeable perplexity redutionis demonstrated.
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Chapter 1Introdution
In omputational linguistis, as in many arti�ial intelligene-related�elds, the onept of intelligent behaviour is entral. Human-levelnatural language proessing requires human-like intelligene, imbuedas it is with our very human existene. Furthermore, language pro-essing is highly omplex, and so we might hope, broadly speaking,that a more �intelligent� system, however you de�ne it, would be bet-ter able to handle language proessing tasks. Mahine intelligenehas been gauged and de�ned in a number of ways. The Turing Test(50) approahed intelligene as the ability to pass for human. Otherde�nitions are based on the adaptivity of the system. Adaptivity isa powerful onept of intelligene given that arguably the point of aplasti entral nervous system is to enable adaptation within an or-ganism's lifetime (34). Work suh as (32) develops suh notions intoa formal measure. But what intelligene an be said to be embodiedin a simple stati system? What de�nition might we apply to theintelligene of, for example, a system that does not adapt at all, butis nonetheless able to handle a predetermined set of irumstanes inuseful ways? Does suh a system embody any intelligene at all, asthe term is ommonly used? Surely it an be said to have more or lessintelligent behaviours, if not intelligene per se? Sine the systemsused in natural language proessing today for the most part fall into9



10 Chapter 1 Introdutionthis ategory, some measure of their power might be useful.In order to produe appropriate behaviours in response to input, asystem needs �rst of all to be able to distinguish between di�erentkinds of input in task-relevant ways. This may be simply ahieved.For example, a touh-tone telephone system need only distinguishbetween a small number of simple and distint tones in response toa question. This step may also be more hallenging. For example,if you make a ommand via a spoken natural language interfae, thesystem needs to be able to distinguish between di�erent ommands.It may not need to distinguish between di�erent speakers, or the samespeaker in di�erent moods. These skills are within the apabilitiesof most human listeners, but are irrelevant to our system. So thetask of distinguishing between ommands is a omplex modelling taskinvolving identifying the features relevant to determining the users'wishes within the domain of the task being performed. Even gettingas far as identifying the words the user most likely spoke is a non-trivial task, requiring many layers of abstration and reasoning, andso a sophistiated model is required. Having formed a model bywhih to identify relevant input, the ability to generate appropriateresponses follows, and the requirements at this stage depend on thenature of the system.Human developmental studies have demonstrated the great signi�-ane of modelling within the mind, both on a high and a low level.Even very young babies show more interest in stimuli that hallengetheir world model, suggesting that right from the start, learning isa proess of tuning the world model. For example, the distintionbetween animate and inanimate appears very quikly in the hild'smodel of the world. Babies will look for longer at inanimate objetsmoving of their own volition in the manner of omplex objets, andonversely, animate objets suh as other people following Newton'sLaws as simple objets do (54). The world model provides a way tosift through the input and give attention to phenomena that mostrequire it. On a low level, adaptation desribes a nerve's easing to�re in response to unhanging input. You stare at the same thing forlong enough and the image begins to disappear. You stare at a par-tiular olour, and your optial �eld ompensates suh that when you



11look away your visual �eld is marked by an absene of that olour.Diretion and speed of motion are also ompensated for. You areable to tune out onstant noises. Adaptation is a very simple formof modelling, but other, more omplex varieties also appear at a lowlevel in the brain (25).Approahes to reating an appropriately powerful model in an ar-ti�ial system fall loosely into two ategories. The model an bedesigned by a human, possibly from human intuitive pereptions ofthe struture of the input or omplex human-generated theories suhas linguisti theories of grammar, or the model an be aquired auto-matially from data. Advantages to the former inlude that humansare very powerful reators of models, and ould we only enode ourmodels well, they would surely surpass any automatially aquiredmodel available today. Advantages to the latter inlude that they area lot less work to reate (for the humans) and potentially less proneto error, sine they an be set up to make fewer assumptions, andhoose a solution based on optimising the result. Computer hessan illustrate the di�erene well, with programs based on searhingall possible paths to a depth beyond human abilities ompeting well,but by no means always prevailing, against human players using moreadvaned strategies but less raw omputational power. Creating asystem apable of aquiring a su�iently powerful model automat-ially from the data requires that the basi learning framework issu�iently sophistiated. For example, a system that learns seman-ti onepts through word o-ourrene patterns is never going toprodue a theory of grammar, sine it has no aess to word orderinformation. The input is insu�iently rih. A system that modelsthe world based on the assumption that observations omprise theadditive sum of relevant fators (for example, if it is sunny, I amhappy. If it is Sunday, I am happy. Therefore if it is a sunny Sunday,I am very happy) will fail to aurately model irumstanes whereause and e�et have a more involved relationship.An adequate format by whih to enode input is a ritial �rst step. Inthis work I fous on vetor spae models. In the vetor spae model,a feature set desribing the data is inde�nitely extensible, allowingfor very rih input. Eah datum omprises a point in a hyperspae in



12 Chapter 1 Introdutionwhih there is one dimension for eah feature. Similarity between thedata points an then be thought of in terms of the distane betweenthe points in spae, and so the framework is ideal for problems inwhih similarity relationships between data need to be determined.The range of problems whih an be haraterised in these terms isvery large indeed, and there are many ways in whih di�erent kindsof similarity an be targeted. Within the vetor spae representationthere are a variety of ways in whih the variation in the positionof these points an then be proessed and the relevant informationsifted from the irrelevant and brought to the fore. I fous on onein partiular; eigen deomposition, the properties of whih will bedisussed in more detail in the next setion.1.1 Eigen DeompositionEigen deomposition is a muh-used tehnique within natural lan-guage proessing as well as many other �elds. You wish to model aomplex dataset. The relations between the features are not lear toyou. You fous on inluding as muh information as possible. Yourhyperspae therefore has a high dimensionality. As it turns out, twoof the features depend entirely on eah other (for example, it is night,and it is not day), and therefore one of your dimensions is super�uous,beause if you know the value of one of the features, you know thevalue of the other. Within the plane formed by these two dimensions,points lie in a straight line. Some other features have more omplexinterdependenies. The value of a feature follows with little variationfrom the ombined values of several other features (for example, tem-perature might relate to number of daylight hours in the day, amountof loud over and time of day). Lines, planes and hyperplanes areformed by the data within subspaes of the vetor spae. Collapsingthese dependenies into superfeatures an be thought of in terms ofrotating the data, suh that eah dimension aptures as muh of thevariane in the data as possible. This is what eigen deompositiondoes for us.



1.1 Eigen Deomposition 13In addition, we an take a further step. By disarding the dimensionswith the least variane we an further redue the dimensionality ofthe data. This time, the redution will produe an imperfet approx-imation of the data, but the approximation will be the best possibleapproximation of the data for that number of dimensions. The ap-proximation might be valuable as a ompression of the data. It mightalso be valuable as a generalisation of the data, in the ase that thedetails are over�tting/noise.The most important superfeatures in a dataset say something sig-ni�ant and important about that data. Between them they overmuh of the variane of the dataset. It an be interesting in itself tolearn the single most important thing about a dataset. For example,as we learn later in using a related tehnique to learn word bigrams,given one and only one feature, the single most important thing youan say about word bigrams in the English language is what wordspreede �the�. With this one feature, you explain as muh as youpossibly an about English bigrams using only one feature. Eahdatum, whih previously ontained values for eah of the features inyour original hyperspae, now ontains values positioning it in thenew spae. Its values relate it to the new superfeatures rather thanthe original feature set we started out with. An unseen datum shouldbe able to be approximated well in terms of a projetion on eah di-mension in the new spae. In other words, assuming an appropriatetraining orpus, unseen data an be desribed as a quantity of eahof the superfeatures.Eigenfaes provide an appealing visual illustration of the general ideaof eigen deomposition. Eigen deomposition is widely used in om-puter vision, and one task to whih it has been usefully applied isfae reognition. Eigen deomposition an be applied to orpora ofimages of faes suh that superfeatures an be extrated. Figures 1.1(36) and 1.2 (unknown soure) show some examples of these �eigen-faes� found on the web. (The di�erenes in these eigenfaes areattributable to the training data on whih they were prepared.) Notethat the �rst eigenfae in 1.1 is indeed a very plausible basi malefae, that might provide a reasonable starting point for desribingmany male faes. Later eigenfaes beome inreasingly unhuman, as
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Figure 1.1: Eigenfaes
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Figure 1.2: More Eigenfaes

Figure 1.3: Eigenfae Convergene
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Figure 1.4: More Eigenfae Convergenethey only make sense in the ontext of being ombined with othereigenfaes to produe an additive e�et. Figures 1.3 (27) and 1.4(51) show images onverging on a target as more and more eigen-faes are inluded. (In these partiular examples however the targetimage formed part of the training set.)Note at this point that eigen deomposition only removes linear de-pendeny in the original feature set. A linear dependeny between afeature and one or more others is a dependeny in whih the valueof a feature takes the form of a weighted sum of the other features.For example, if there is a good �lm showing then Jane is more likelyto go to the inema. If John is going to the inema, then Jane ismore likely to go. Therefore if there is a good �lm showing and Johnis going to the inema, then Jane is even more likely to go. A non-linear dependeny might our, for example, if Jane prefers to seegood �lms alone so she an onentrate. So if there is a good �lmshowing, then she is more likely to go to the inema. If John is goingto the inema, then she is more likely to go. If, however, there is agood �lm showing and John is going to the inema, then Jane is lesslikely to go. Examples of this in language abound, and so thereforethe appliability of eigen deomposition often depends on the extentto whih the data an be approximated using an assumption of lin-



1.2 Appliations of Eigen Deomposition in NLP 17earity. For example, words appearing often with blue moon are verydi�erent to words appearing often with blue or moon.1.2 Appliations of Eigen Deompositionin NLPDimensionality redution tehniques suh as eigen deomposition areof great relevane within the �eld of natural language proessing. Apersistent problem within language proessing is the over-spei�ityof language given the task, and the sparsity of data. Corpus-basedtehniques depend on a su�ieny of examples in order to modelhuman language use, but the very nature of language means that thisapproah has diminishing returns with orpus size. In short, thereare a large number of ways to say the same thing, and no matter howlarge your orpus is, you will never over all the things that mightreasonably be said. You will always see something new at run-timein a task of any omplexity.Furthermore, language an be too rih for the task. The number ofunderlying semanti onepts neessary to model the target domainis often far smaller than the number of ways in whih these oneptsmight be desribed, whih makes it di�ult to, in a searh prob-lem for example, establish that two douments, pratially speaking,are disussing the same thing. Any approah to automati naturallanguage proessing will enounter these problems on several levels.Consider the task of loating relevant douments given a searh string.Problems arise in that there are often several ways of referring to thesame onept. How do we know, for example, that at and feline arethe same thing? There are plenty of douments relevant to felinesthat feature the word feline not one. This is the kind of problemthat Latent Semanti Analysis aims to solve, and in doing so, pro-vides natural language proessing with its best-known appliationof eigen deomposition, or more spei�ally, singular value deom-position. (Singular value deomposition is a near relative of eigen



18 Chapter 1 Introdutiondeomposition. It allows paired data to be proessed, suh as, in thisase, doument/wordbag pairs.) Douments ontaining the word ele-vator, for example, do not typially ontain the word lift, even thoughdouments about lifts are semantially relevant to searhes about el-evators. The feature vetor for douments about elevators thereforeontain no value in the dimension for the word lift. However, in de-sribing the variane in the words in a set of douments, there ismuh redundany between douments ontaining elevator and dou-ments ontaining lift. Both o-our with many similar douments.So when eigen deomposition is performed on the dataset, the two areautomatially ombined into a superfeature, and the di�erenes re-maining between them are aptured instead in another superfeature,whih is probably being reused to explain a number of other phe-nomena too. For example, one feature might over several aspetsof the di�erenes between UK and US English. Later eigenvetorsapture the details of the di�erenes between them, suh that giventhe omplete set of eigenvetors, the two words one again beomeexlusive. However, by disarding some of the less important featureswe an stop that from happening.1.3 Generalized Hebbian AlgorithmHaving deided to pursue eigen deomposition, a further hallengeawaits. Calulating the eigen deomposition is no trivial feat, andthe best of the algorithms available are nonetheless omputation-ally demanding. Current researh about and using the tehnique innatural language proessing often fouses on adapting the data tothe onstraints of the algorithm, and adapting the algorithm to theonstraints of the data (49) (9). This work is no exeption. The Gen-eralized Hebbian Algorithm (GHA) is an algorithm that grew from adi�erent paradigm to the bulk of the work on eigen deomposition,though not an unfamiliar one to many omputational linguists andarti�ial intelligene researhers. Originating as an arti�ial neuralnetwork learning algorithm, it brings with it many of the advantagesof that form of learning, suh as a ertain type of inrementality.



1.4 Researh Issues 19Learning updates are heap and loalised and input is assumed to bea stream of independent observations. Learning behaviour also hassome interesting properties. It is, in short, very di�erent from othermore standard approahes to alulating eigen deompositions, andis therefore appropriate in a di�erent range of irumstanes.1.4 Researh IssuesThis work aims to investigate the appliability of eigen deompo-sition within natural language proessing (NLP), and to extend it,both in NLP and in omputer siene in general. Large orpora havetraditionally been problemati for eigen deomposition. Standardalgorithms plae limitations on the size of dataset that an be pro-essed. In this work the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm is onsideredas an alternative, potentially allowing larger datasets to be proessed.This thesis presents original, published extensions to GHA, via whihthe algorithm is made more appropriate to relevant tasks within andbeyond natural language proessing. The algorithm is adapted topaired datasets (singular value deomposition), whih is required forthe language modelling task as well as many others in omputer si-ene in general, and is adapted to sparse data, whih is vital for itse�ieny in the natural language domain and beyond. Other originalalgorithmi and implementational variations are also presented anddisussed.Eigen deomposition has already proved valuable in some areas ofNLP and many beyond it. In this work, a further area is onsidered.This thesis presents original work in using eigen deomposition forn-gram language modelling for the �rst time. It will be shown thateigen deomposition an be used to improve single-order n-gram lan-guage models and potentially to improve bako� n-gram models. Theapproah is demonstrated on training orpora of various sizes.The questions entral to this thesis are as follows:



20 Chapter 1 Introdution
• What is the utility of eigen deomposition and related teh-niques to natural language proessing? More spei�ally:� Can eigen deomposition and related tehniques be usedto improve language models at the n-gram level?� What are the impliations of this result and other applia-tions of eigen deomposition in natural language proess-ing for its overall utility in this domain?
• What is the value of the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm andits variants in performing eigen deomposition and related teh-niques in the natural language proessing domain? More speif-ially:� What is the value of the Generalized Hebbian Algorithmin performing Latent Semanti Analysis?� Can the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm be used to per-form singular value deomposition on n-gram data? Is thetehnique valuable for performing this task.� In what ways an the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm beextended to inrease its utility in this domain?The thesis is primarily tehnial and implementation-foused. Chap-ter 2 gives mathematial bakground on eigen deomposition and itsvariants. Chapter 3 gives mathematial bakground on the General-ized Hebbian Algorithm. Chapter 4 desribes original extensions tothe Generalized Hebbian Algorithm at an algorithmi level. Exten-sions relevant to Latent Semanti Analysis are presented. A sparsevariant is presented whih allows omputational e�ieny to be muhimproved on the sparse datasets typial to the language proessingdomain among others. GHA is extended to asymmetri datasets andevaluated. Other developments of the pratial appliability of Asym-metri GHA are also disussed. Chapter 5 disusses the appliationof eigen deomposition and the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm ininformation retrieval. GHA is presented as a valuable alternativefor larger datasets. Further ways in whih LSA an be applied toproblematially large datasets are disussed. Chapter 6 disusses the



1.4 Researh Issues 21appliation of singular value deomposition (SVD) and the General-ized Hebbian Algorithm to language modelling at the n-gram level.It is demonstrated that SVD an be used to produe a substantialderease in perplexity in omparison to a baseline trigram model.Appliation of the approah to bako� language models is disussedas a fous for future work. AGHA is shown to be a valuable al-ternative for performing singular value deomposition on the largedatasets typial to n-gram language modelling. Other alternatives toperforming large-sale singular value deompositions in this ontextare also disussed. Chapter 7 onludes.
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Chapter 2Matrix DeompositionTehniques andAppliations
This hapter aims to give the reader unaquainted with eigen de-omposition and related tehniques an understanding su�ient toenable them to follow the remainder of the work. A familiarity withbasi matrix and vetor mathematis is assumed in plaes. For read-ers unfamiliar with matrix/vetor operations, there are a number ofexellent text books available. In Anton and Rorres' �ElementaryLinear Algebra� (2) for example, the reader will �nd de�nitions ofthe following onepts and operations; square matries, symmetrialmatries, matrix transposition, dot produt of vetors, outer produtof vetors, the multiplying together of matries, the multiplying ofmatries by vetors and normalisation and orthogonalisation of ve-tors.1 The reader satis�ed with a more surfae understanding shouldhopefully �nd that this hapter provides them with an intuitive graspof the relevant onepts, and so is enouraged to read on. The reader1Wikipedia also provides useful and readily-available material on these topis.23



24 Chapter 2 Matrix Deomposition Tehniques and Appliationsalready familiar with eigen deomposition, singular value deompo-sition and Latent Semanti Analysis is direted to the next hapter,sine nothing mentioned here will be new to them.2.1 The Vetor Spae ModelAs mentioned in the introdution, the vetor spae model is a pow-erful approah to desribing and interating with a dataset. Datatakes the form of feature value sets in vetor form. Eah featuretakes a dimension in the vetor spae in whih the data positions it-self. The theory is that the relationships between the positions of thedatapoints in the spae tells us something about their similarity. Adataset takes the form of a set of vetors, whih an be presented asa matrix, and all the power of the matrix format beomes availableto us. Here, for example, is a dataset:�The man walked the dog��The man took the dog to the park��The dog went to the park�These data an be used to prepare a set of vetors, eah of whihdesribes a passage in the form of a wordbag. The wordbag, in whihthe vetor desribes the ounts of eah word appearing in the do-ument in a fashion that does not preserve word order, is popular ina variety of approahes to natural language proessing, partiularlyinformation retrieval. The wordbag vetors are presented as a matrixas follows:
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Passage1 Passage2 Passage3

the 2 3 2
man 1 1 0

walked 1 0 0
dog 1 1 1

took 0 1 0
to 0 1 1

park 0 1 1
went 0 0 1Data in this form an be interated with in a variety of ways. Sim-ilarity an be measured using the distane between the points, orusing the osine of the angle between them, as measured using dotprodut. Transformations an be performed on the dataset in orderto enhane ertain aspets. For example, the dataset ould be multi-plied by another matrix suh as to skew and/or rotate it. Non-lineartransformations an also be introdued. The matrix presented abovean be multiplied by its own transpose to produe a matrix that de-sribes the ourrene of a word with every other word aross thedataset. Suh a matrix would be square and symmetrial.2.2 Eigen DeompositionEigen deomposition allows us to rotate our dataset in a mannerthat ollapses linear dependenies into a single dimension or ompo-nent, and provides a measure of the importane of the omponentswithin the dataset. On a oneptual level, it models the datasetin terms of additive in�uenes: this observation is produed by somuh of this in�uene, so muh of that in�uene et. It aims totell us what the in�uenes are that most e�iently desribe thisdataset. The bene�ts to suh a representation are many. Suh in�u-enes/omponents/dimensions may well tell us something valid andimportant about the nature of the data. Suh a representation is also



26 Chapter 2 Matrix Deomposition Tehniques and Appliationse�ient, and provides a prinipled way to perform dimensionality re-dution on the data, suh as to ompress and generalise it.Let us introdue a formal de�nition. In the following, M is the matrixwe are performing eigen deomposition on. v is an eigenvetor of Mand λ is the eigenvalue orresponding to v.
λv = Mv (2.1)As mentioned earlier, an eigenvetor of a transform/matrix is onewhih is unhanged by it in diretion. The eigenvetor may be saled,and the saling fator is the eigenvalue. The above simply says that

v multiplied by λ equals M , our original matrix, multiplied by v:multiplying v by M has the same e�et as saling it by λ.For any square symmetrial matrix there will be a set of suh eigen-vetors. There will be no more eigenvetors than the matrix has rows(or olumns), though there may be fewer (reall that linear dependen-ies are ollapsed into single omponents thus reduing dimensional-ity). The number of eigenvetors is alled the rank of the matrix.The eigenvetors are normalised and orthogonal to eah other, ande�etively de�ne a new spae in terms of the old one. The resultingmatrix of eigenvetors an be used to rotate the data into the newspae. Formally,
MV T = M ′ (2.2)where V is the olumn matrix of eigenvetors, M is the original datamatrix and M ′ is the rotated and possibly approximated data ma-trix. This step is inluded in a worked example of Latent SemantiAnalysis later in the hapter, that may provide additional lari�a-tion. Relationships between the datapoints are preserved, but in the



2.3 Singular Value Deomposition 27new spae, eah axis aptures as muh of the variane in the datasetas possible. Super�uous dimensions fall away. Dimensions ontribut-ing least to the variane of the data an be disarded to produe aleast mean squared error approximation to the original dataset. k isommonly used to refer to the number of dimensions remaining, andis used in this way throughout this work.2.3 Singular Value DeompositionEigen deomposition is spei� to symmetrial data. An exampleof symmetrial data is word o-ourrene. Word a appears withword b exatly as often as word b ours with word a. The set ofwordbags given as an example at the beginning of this hapter is anexample of asymmetri data. The matrix pairs douments with theirwordbags. Eah ell ount gives us the number of appearanes of apartiular word in a partiular doument. If we were to multiply suha matrix by its own transpose what we would get would be a sym-metrial dataset desribing the ourrene of every word with everyother word aross the entire doument set. Were we to multiply thetranspose of the matrix by the matrix we would get a symmetrialdataset desribing the number of shared words between eah dou-ment and every other. A symmetrial dataset is always desribed bya square, diagonally symmetrial matrix. Eigen deomposition anbe extended to allow a similar transform to be performed on paireddata, i.e. retangular matries. The proess is alled singular valuedeomposition, and an be formalised as follows:
M = UΣV T (2.3)In the above, M is our retangular matrix, U is the olumn ma-trix of left singular vetors, and parallels the eigenvetors, V T is thetranspose of the olumn matrix of right singular vetors, whih againparallels the eigenvetors, and Σ is a diagonal matrix ontaining the



28 Chapter 2 Matrix Deomposition Tehniques and Appliationssingular values (whih take the plae of eigenvalues) in the appro-priate order. Where eigen deomposition reates a new spae withinthe original spae, singular value deomposition reates a pair of newspaes, one in �left vetor spae� (for example, word spae, in ourwordbag example) and one in �right vetor spae� (for example, do-ument spae). The two spaes are paired in a very tangible sense.They reate a forum in whih it is valid to ompare datapoints ofeither type diretly with eah other (for example word vetors withdoument vetors)(3).The relationship between eigen deomposition and singular value de-omposition is not a ompliated one. We de�ne:
A = MMT (2.4)
B = MT M (2.5)That is to say, we form two square symmetrial matries from ouroriginal retangular data matrix, eah orrelating an aspet of thedataset (i.e. words or douments, in our example) with itself. Then:
A = UΛaUT (2.6)
B = V ΛbV

T (2.7)
Λa = Λb = Σ2 (2.8)Or in other words, the eigenvetors of the matrix A are the left sin-gular vetors of the matrix M . The eigenvetors of the matrix B arethe right singular vetors of the matrix M . The eigenvalues of thematrix A are the eigenvalues of the matrix B and are the squares ofthe singular values of M .



2.4 Latent Semanti Analysis 292.4 Latent Semanti AnalysisAs the single best known usage of singular value deomposition (SVD)in natural language proessing, Latent Semanti Analysis providesan exellent pratial illustration of its appliation. In addition, LSAmakes an appearane later in this work, so an aquaintane with thepriniple will prove bene�ial. Searh tasks, in whih douments rel-evant to a searh string are to be retrieved, run into di�ulties due tothe prevalene of word synonyms in natural language. When the usersearhes on, to ite an earlier example, �elevator� they would also likedouments ontaining the word �lift� to be returned, although dou-ments rarely use both terms. An automati approah to �nding thesesynonyms is potentially of bene�t in information retrieval as well asa variety of other tasks. Latent Semanti Analysis (14) approahesthis problem with the aid of singular value deomposition.The approah aims to utilise the fat that whilst, for example, �lift�and �elevator� might not appear together, they will eah appear witha similar set of words (for example, ��oor�). This information anbe tapped through SVD and prinipled dimensionality redution. Ifthere is some superfeature that aptures the basi �liftness� of thedoument, that is later re�ned suh as to speify whether �lift� or�elevator� is used, then by isolating the priniples and disarding there�nements we might be able to aess this information. Dimension-ality redution maps data to a ontinuous spae, suh that we annow ompare words that previously we ouldn't. The remainder ofthis hapter provides a worked example of performing Latent Seman-ti Analysis on a small doument set. A brief summary follows.Returning to our earlier example, we have the following doumentset:�The man walked the dog��The man took the dog to the park��The dog went to the park�



30 Chapter 2 Matrix Deomposition Tehniques and AppliationsThis doument set is transformed into a matrix of wordbags like so:Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 3the 2 3 2man 1 1 0walked 1 0 0dog 1 1 1took 0 1 0to 0 1 1park 0 1 1went 0 0 1To be very lear, the vetors this matrix embodies are the followingpaired data (douments and wordbags):
(

1 0 0
) (

2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
)

(

0 1 0
) (

3 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
)

(

0 0 1
) (

2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
)If left (doument) data matrix D is the row matrix formed from thedoument vetors,

D =





1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1



 (2.9)and right (wordbag) data matrix W is the row matrix formed fromthe wordbag vetors,
W =





2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1



 (2.10)then,
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WT D = M (2.11)where M is our data matrix shown above. We deompose this matrixusing SVD, to obtain two sets of normalised singular vetors and aset of singular values. This operation an be performed by any ofa variety of readily available mathematis pakages. Algorithms forperforming singular value deomposition are disussed in more detaillater on in this work. Reall,
M = UΣV T (2.12)Then,

UT =





0.46 0.77 −0.45
−0.73 −0.04 0.68
−0.51 −0.64 −0.58



 (2.13)
Σ =





5.03 0 0
0 1.57 0
0 0 1.09



 (2.14)
V

T =

(

−0.82 −0.24−0.09 −0.34 −0.14−0.25 −0.25−0.10
0.10 0.47 0.49 0.06 −0.02−0.43 −0.43−0.40
0.01 0.22 −0.41 −0.31 0.63 0.10 0.10 −0.53

) (2.15)Transposes are presented here for the onveniene of presenting rowmatries. So we have two di�erent fatorisations of M : our original



32 Chapter 2 Matrix Deomposition Tehniques and Appliationsdata and our singular value deomposition. The di�erene betweenour original data and the singular value deomposition is that oursingular value deomposition omprises orthogonal vetors, therebyremoving redundany. In the worst ase there will be as many sin-gular vetor pairs as there were data pairs, but usually there is somelinear redundany, and therefore there are fewer singular vetor pairs.A orpus of three douments an produe no more than three singulartriplets (pairs of vetors with assoiated singular value). However, amore realisti orpus might produe numbers of singular triplets inquadruple �gures for a voabulary/doument set size of hundreds ofthousands. Dimensionality redution is then performed by disardingall but the top few hundred singular triplets. The preise number ofsingular triplets retained is hosen on an ad ho basis. Around two tothree hundred is often found to be optimal for LSA. This stage willbe simulated here by disarding the last singular triplet to produea two-dimensional semanti spae, whih has the advantage of beingreadily visualisable. Here are the remaining singular triplets:
U

′T =

(

0.46 0.77 −0.45
−0.73 −0.04 0.68

) (2.16)
Σ′ =

(

5.03 0
0 1.57

) (2.17)
V

′T =

(

−0.82−0.24 −0.09 −0.34−0.14 −0.25−0.25 −0.10
0.10 0.47 0.49 0.06 −0.02 −0.43−0.43 −0.40

) (2.18)Figure 2.1 depits the douments represented as points in semantispae. Douments in redued spae are olumn vetors of D′:
D′ = DU ′ (2.19)
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Doc 2 [0.77, −0.04]

Doc 1 [0.46, −0.73]

Doc 3 [−0.45, 0.68]

Figure 2.1: Three Example Douments Depited in a Two-Dimensional Semanti Spae



34 Chapter 2 Matrix Deomposition Tehniques and Appliations
(In this ase, the above is rather trivial sine D happens to be theidentity matrix. DU ′ therefore equals U ′.) By multiplying the dou-ment vetors by the redued left singular vetor set (or the wordbagvetors by the right singular vetor set) we an move them into thenew spae. Figure 2.1 illustrates this. We an then ompare the se-manti similarity of the douments using for example their dot prod-uts with eah other in this new spae, whih will typially onstitutean improvement.A typial use of LSA is returning the best math among a set ofdouments given a string suh as a user query. This an be illustratedin the ontext of the above example. Suppose the query is "the dogwalked". This string is used to form a wordbag vetor in the samemanner as the douments were. It beomes a �pseudodoument�. Thepseudodoument would therefore be,

P =
(

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
) (2.20)We an move this pseudodoument into semanti spae by multiply-ing it by the matrix V ′ as shown:

PV ′ = P ′ (2.21)This produes the two-dimensional semanti-spae vetor,
P ′ =

(

−1.25
0.65

) (2.22)In this form, the pseudodoument an be ompared to any otherdoument in the same spae, see �gure 2.2.
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Doc 2 [0.77, −0.04]

Doc 1 [0.46, −0.73]

Pseudodoc [−1.25, 0.65]

Doc 3 [−0.45, 0.68]

Figure 2.2: Pseudodoument with Training Douments



36 Chapter 2 Matrix Deomposition Tehniques and AppliationsAdditionally, a number of tehniques are available that allow thedata to be preproessed in suh a way as to further inrease thee�etiveness of the tehnique. Words ontribute to varying extentsto the semanti pro�le of a passage. For example, the word �the� haslittle impat on the meaning of passages in whih it appears. A wordwhih distributes itself evenly among the douments in a olletion isof little value in distinguishing between them. LSA an therefore bemade more e�etive by reduing the impat of suh words on wordount matrix and inreasing the impat of less evenly distributedwords. Dumais (16) outlines several methods of ahieving this. Theone used in this thesis is the most sophistiated and e�etive of these.It will now be presented. The reader interested in learning about theothers is direted to the original soure.
cij is the ell at olumn i, row j of the orpus matrix. The entropynormalisation step most ommonly used, and used throughout thisthesis, involves modifying this value as follows,

pij =
tfij

gfi

(2.23)
gwi = 1 +

∑

j

pij log(pij)

log(n)
(2.24)

cij = gwi(cij + 1) (2.25)where gwi is the �global weighting� of the word at i, n is the numberof douments in the olletion, tf is the term frequeny, i.e. theoriginal ell ount, and gf is the global frequeny, i.e. the total ountfor that word aross all douments.Let us look at the e�et of this step on our example dataset. Here isour original matrix:



2.4 Latent Semanti Analysis 37Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 3the 2 3 2man 1 1 0walked 1 0 0dog 1 1 1took 0 1 0to 0 1 1park 0 1 1went 0 0 1and here is the same matrix following the preproessing step desribedabove: Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 3the 0.019 0.024 0.019man 0.255 0.255 0.0walked 0.693 0.0 0.0dog 0.0 0.0 0.0took 0.0 0.693 0.0to 0.0 0.255 0.255park 0.0 0.255 0.255went 0.0 0.0 0.693Values for �the� are muh redued: this word appears fairly indis-riminately aross all the douments. �Dog� disappears ompletely,being perfetly uniform in its ourrene. �Took� and �went� remainhigh, being good disriminators. �To� and �man� �nd themselvessomewhere in between. It is easy to see that we an arry out theLSA tehnique equally well on this seond matrix, and that we mightexpet superior results.Latent Semanti Analysis has been applied in an impressive diversityof domains (53) (18) (41), although it is best-known in the informa-tion retrieval ontext. Impressive results have also been demonstratedin using LSA to inorporate long-span semanti dependenies in lan-guage modelling (55) (3) (12). Language modelling, inluding LSAin this ontext, is further disussed later in this work.



38 Chapter 2 Matrix Deomposition Tehniques and Appliations2.5 SummaryThis hapter has provided the reader with bakground neessary toplae the thesis in ontext with regards to matrix deomposition teh-niques. The value of eigen and singular value deomposition has beendisussed in terms of their allowing data to be smoothed, simpli�edand ompressed in a prinipled fashion. Latent Semanti Analysishas been presented as a well-known appliation of singular value de-omposition within natural language proessing. Work within theLSA domain will follow later in the thesis. The next hapter intro-dues the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm, whih is the basis of theapproah on whih this thesis fouses.



Chapter 3The Generalized HebbianAlgorithm
The previous hapter introdued eigen deomposition and singularvalue deomposition. These tehniques have been widely appliedwithin information siene and omputational linguistis. However,their appliability varies aording to the onstraints introdued byspei� problems.Muh researh has been done on optimising eigen deomposition al-gorithms, and the extent to whih they an be optimised dependson the area of appliation. Most natural language problems involvesparse matries, sine there are many words in a natural language andthe great majority do not appear in, for example, any one doument.Domains in whih matries are less sparse lend themselves to suhtehniques as Golub-Kahan-Reinsh (19) and Jaobi-like approahes,whih an be very e�ient. They are inappropriate to sparse matri-es however, beause they work by rotating the matrix, whih hasthe e�et of desparsifying it, in�ating it in size. Tehniques suh asthose desribed in Berry's 1992 artile (6) are more appropriate inthe natural language domain. A Lanzos-based algorithm from Berry39



40 Chapter 3 The Generalized Hebbian Algorithmet al 's SVDPACK (4) is used later on in this work.Optimisation work is of partiular importane beause the deompo-sition tehniques are expensive, and there are strong onstraints onthe size of matries that an be proessed in this way. This is of par-tiular relevane within natural language proessing, where orporaare often very large, and the suess of many data-driven tehniquesdepends on the use of a large orpus.Optimisation is an important way to inrease the appliability ofeigen and singular value deomposition. Designing algorithms thataommodate di�erent requirements is another. For example, an-other drawbak to Jaobi-like approahes is that they alulate allthe singular triplets (singular vetor pairs with assoiated values) si-multaneously, whih may not be the most pratial in a situationwhere only the top few are required. Consider also that the meth-ods mentioned so far assume that the entire matrix is available fromthe start. There are many situations in whih data may ontinue tobeome available over time.There are many areas of appliation in whih e�ient inrementalityis of importane. Sine it is omputationally expensive to alulatea matrix deomposition, it may not be feasible to realulate whennew data beomes available. E�etive inrementality would removethe eiling on matrix size that urrent tehniques impose. The dataneed not be proessed all at one. Systems that learn in real timeneed to be able to update data strutures quikly. Various ways ofupdating an eigen or singular value deomposition given new dataitems have been proposed. This hapter presents the GeneralizedHebbian Algorithm and ontrasts it with other approahes urrentlyavailable.
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Figure 3.1: Hebbian Learning3.1 Hebbian Learning for InrementalEigen DeompositionThe Generalised Hebbian Algorithm was �rst presented by Oja andKarhunen in 1985 (38), who demonstrated that Hebbian learningould be used to derive the �rst eigenvetor of a dataset given serially-presented observations (vetors). Sanger (46) later extended theirarhiteture to allow further eigenvetors to be disovered within thesame basi framework.Figure 3.1 depits �rst the simple Hebbian learning rule, in whihinputs are multiplied by onnetion weights and summed to generate



42 Chapter 3 The Generalized Hebbian Algorithman output, and seond, the update step whih leads to the system'slearning the strongest eigenvetor. The �gure shows how data is re-eived in the form of ativations to the input nodes. The ativationsare altered aording to the strength of the weighting on the on-netion between them and the output node. The ativation at theoutput node is then fed bak in the form of updates to the weights.The weights, whih an be onsidered a vetor of numbers, onvergeon the strongest eigenvetor.Equation 3.1 desribes the algorithm by whih Hebbian learning anbe made to disover the strongest eigenvetor, and is simply anotherway of stating the proedure desribed by �gure 3.1.
u(t + 1) = u + λ(uT · a)a (3.1)In the above, u is the eigenvetor, a is the input vetor (data ob-servation) and λ is the learning rate (not to be onfused with the

λ used in the previous hapter to represent the eigenvalue). (t + 1)desribes the fat that u is updated to take on a new value in thenext timestep. Intuitively, the eigenvetor is updated with the inputvetor saled proportionally to the extent to whih it already resem-bles it, as established by the dot produt operation. In this way, thestrongest diretion in the input omes to dominate.To relate the above to the formalisations introdued in the previoushapter, our data observations, whih might for example take theform of wordbag vetors (this time not paired with doument ve-tors, sine we are using eigen deomposition and therefore requiresymmetrial data) are the vetors a. Together they form the olumnmatrix A. Our eigenvetors u, produed by the Generalized HebbianAlgorithm, are therefore eigenvetors of the following matrix:
M = AAT (3.2)



3.1 Hebbian Learning for Inremental Eigen Deomposition 43This foundation is extended by Sanger to disover multiple eigen-vetors. The only modi�ation to equation 3.1 required to unoverfurther eigenvetors is that the update needs to be made orthogonalto previous eigenvetors: sine the basi proedure �nds the strongestof the eigenvetors, in order to prevent that from happening and �ndlater eigenvetors, the previous eigenvetors are removed from thetraining update in order to take them out of the piture. The urrenteigenvetor is also inluded in the orthogonalisation.
un(t + 1) = un + λ(uT

n · a)(a −
∑

i≤n

(uT
i · a)ui) (3.3)Here, un is the nth eigenvetor. This is equivalent to Sanger's �nalformulation, in the original notation (46),

cij(t + 1) = cij(t) + γ(t)(yi(t)xj(t) − yi(t)
∑

k≤i

ckj(t)yk(t)) (3.4)where cij is an individual element in the i'th eigenvetor, t is the timestep, xj is the input vetor and yi is the ativation (that is to say,the dot produt of the input vetor with the ith eigenvetor). γ isthe learning rate.To summarise from an implementation perspetive, the formula up-dates the urrent eigenvetor by adding to it the input vetor multi-plied by the ativation minus the projetion of the input vetor on allthe eigenvetors so far inluding the urrent eigenvetor, multipliedby the ativation. Inluding the urrent eigenvetor in the projetionsubtration step has the e�et of keeping the eigenvetors normalised.Note that Sanger inludes an expliit learning rate, γ. A potentialvariation, utilised in this work, involves exluding the urrent eigen-vetor from the projetion subtration step. In the absene of theautonormalisation in�uene, the eigenvetor is allowed to grow long.



44 Chapter 3 The Generalized Hebbian AlgorithmThis has the e�et of introduing an impliit learning rate, sine thevetor only begins to grow long when it settles in the right diretion,suh that the data reinfores it, and sine further learning has less im-pat one the vetor has beome long. Weng et al. (52) demonstratethe e�ay of this approah.In terms of an atual algorithm, this amounts to storing a set of
N word-spae eigenvetors and updating them with the above deltaomputed from eah inoming doument as it is presented. Thismeans that the full data matrix need never be held in memory allat one, and in fat the only persistent storage requirement is the Ndeveloping singular vetors themselves.3.2 GHA and Inremental Approahes toSVDGHA alulates the eigen deomposition of a matrix based on singleobservations presented serially. It allows eigenvetors to be learntusing no more memory than is required to store the eigenvetorsthemselves. It is therefore relevant in situations where the size ofthe dataset makes onventional bath approahes infeasible. It isalso of interest in the ontext of adaptivity, sine it has the potentialto adapt to hanging input. The learning update operation is veryheap omputationally. (Complexity analysis is presented later inthis work in the ontext of applying spei� implementations of GHAto LSA-style tasks.) The algorithm produes eigenvetors startingwith the most signi�ant, sine it is the greater eigenvetors thatonverge most quikly, whih means that useful data immediatelybegins to beome available. Sine it is a learning tehnique, however,it di�ers from what would normally be onsidered an inrementaltehnique, in that the algorithm onverges on the eigen deompositionof the dataset, rather than at any one point having the best solutionpossible for the data it has seen so far. The method is potentiallymost appropriate in situations where the dataset is very large orunbounded and time is not a priority.



3.2 GHA and Inremental Approahes to SVD 45A key reason for using GHA to produe eigen deompositions is there-fore its inremental nature, both for purposes of adaptivity and be-ause it makes the approah amenable to very large data dimension-alities. Natural language researh has generated work in the area ofinrementality in singular value deomposition, beause natural lan-guage proessing is a key example of a �eld of researh in whih largeorpora are used, and standard approahes to matrix deompositionare pushed to their limits. As disussed in the previous hapter, SVDand eigen deomposition are losely related and in some ontexts eveninterhangeable, so although, stritly speaking, GHA is a method forperforming eigen deomposition, SVD and eigen deomposition inthis setion are treated interhangeably.Extant inremental approahes to singular value deomposition typ-ially fall into three ategories. The �rst essentially involves addingthe new data to the dataset previously deomposed and then reom-puting the deomposition. To all suh an approah inremental istherefore somewhat of a misnomer, though depending on the on-text, some aspets of the proess might be onsidered inremental.For example, Ozawa et al (39) take this approah in the ontext ofPrinipal Component Analysis for fae reognition. Prinipal Com-ponent Analysis (PCA) is a near relative of SVD. Berry et al (5)also disuss reomputing as an option in the ase where a databaseof douments for LSA is extended.In the seond ategory of approahes to inrementality we �nd ap-proximations. The deomposition of a dataset, having been inreasedwith new data, an be approximated without reomputing ompletely.�Folding in�, as desribed by Berry et al (5) is an example of thisapproah. It works on the assumption that new data is typial ofthe data on whih the original deomposition was performed. Pseu-dodouments are formed in the manner desribed in the previoushapter, and these are then treated as part of the original doumentset. As larger quantities of data are added and the assumption ofrepresentativity starts to break down, the auray of the approxi-mation dereases. However, it an be a useful option in the ase thata new bath of data needs to be e�iently represented in the ontextof an existing semanti spae. The approah is not unlike that of



46 Chapter 3 The Generalized Hebbian Algorithmreating a model based on a training set and then using it to proessan unseen test set. The priniple is well-known, but it is lear thatthe model is not updated with the �test set�.In the third ategory, an existing deomposition is updated with newdata suh that the resulting deomposition is a perfet result for thedataset. O'Brien (37) presents an example of this, as does Brand(7). Brand desribes an approah to SVD updating in the ontext ofwhih missing or noisy data is also disussed. These approahes areappropriate in the ase that a new bath of data needs to be addedto an existing deomposition o�ine. The step is more expensive thanfolding in (though heaper than reomputing) and as suh is appli-able in di�erent irumstanes. Brand (7) also provides a review ofearlier work in SVD inrementality.GHA di�ers from eah of these ategories in some key ways. Theabove approahes are inremental inasmuh as they provide waysto add new data to an existing deomposition. None of them aredesigned to aommodate the situation in whih data is streamed.The update operations are typially expensive. All of them assumean existing deomposition into whih the new data will be added.GHA is di�erent in that its inrementality is far more intrinsi. Itassumes no existing deomposition (though might potentially bene�tfrom being seeded with an existing deomposition). It onverges onthe strongest eigenvetors �rst, thereby produing useful informationquikly. As a learning algorithm, however, it does need to be usedappropriately: unlike other approahes whih at any stage have theperfet deomposition for the data they have seen so far, GHA needsto be allowed to onverge. Reruns through smaller datasets will mostlikely be required.3.3 GHA ConvergeneThe usability of the GHA algorithm is in no small way onnetedto the way in whih the vetors being trained approah the target



3.3 GHA Convergene 47diretion, that is to say, the eigenvetor. If the aim is to have aomplete deomposition in whih every GHA-trained vetor di�ersminimally in diretion from the atual eigenvetor, and eigenvaluesare appropriate, then the time taken to ahieve this end, and thereliability with whih a tolerable auray level is reahed, is ritial.Although onvergene of GHA is proven (46), previous authors havenoted the absene of large-sale evaluation of onvergene behaviourin the literature despite widespread interest in the algorithm (15).Some attempt has been made here to remedy this on a pratial levelwith a plot of onvergene against number of training steps requiredusing a deomposition done using the better-known LAS2 algorithm(6) as referene. A subsetion of the 20 Newsgroups orpus (11),spei�ally the atheism setion, was preproessed into a sparse tri-grammatrix with a dimensionality of around 15,000 by 90,000. Wordsformed olumns and two-word histories, rows. Matrix ells ontainedtrigram ounts. This matrix was then deomposed using LAS2. Theresulting left-side vetorset was then used to plot dot produt withGHA eigenvetor as they onverged. This plot is presented in Fig-ure 3.2. The impliit learning rate desribed earlier in the hapterwas used here. The impat of this design hoie on the data presentedhere needs to be onsidered. Other approahes to learning rates aredisussed in the next hapter, in the ontext of asymmetri onver-gene. The onvergene riterion used was based on the distanebetween the end of the vetor being trained, normalised, omparedwith the vetor in its earlier position, in this ase 50,000 trainingsteps previously (and so will inevitably derease as the vetor growslong, and new data has less impat on diretion). The graph showsdot produt of the GHA eigenvetor urrently being trained with theLAS2 target, and so when the GHA vetor reahes onvergene thegraph shows a jump as we move on to the next vetor. The dot prod-ut we are aiming at is 1; the two vetors should point in the samediretion. The graph shows onvergene of eleven eigenvetors (the�rst three being di�ult to make out beause they onverged almostimmediately). Around 2.5 x 107 training presentations were requiredto ahieve this many eigenvetors. As an be seen from the graph,varying degrees of preision were ahieved, suggesting that the on-vergene riterion might yet be made more e�etive. Furthermore
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Figure 3.2: Dot Produt of GHA Eigenvetor with Referene SetAgainst Number of Training Stepsa tendeny to level o�, in some ases well before a high preisionis ahieved, suggests that the impliit learning rate approah leavessomething to be desired. The impliit learning rate used here is on-trasted with Sanger's original expliit learning rate in a omparison ofonvergene behaviour on asymmetri data later in this work, whereonvergene is disussed in more detail in the ontext of evaluating anoriginal algorithm, the Asymmetri Generalized Hebbian Algorithm.Other ways of improving onvergene through the hoie of an ap-propriate onvergene riterion, and issues around seleting suh ariterion are also disussed in the ontext of asymmetri data.



3.4 Summary 493.4 SummaryThis hapter introdued the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm, andexplained how it an be used to learn the eigen deomposition of amatrix based on single observations presented serially. Advantagesto suh an approah have been disussed, both in terms of allowingmatrix sizes too large for onventional approahes to be deomposed,and in terms of implementing learning behaviour suh as adaptationto new input patterns. The next hapter disusses work in the areaof adapting GHA to varying ontexts, with natural language appli-ations in mind.
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Chapter 4Algorithmi Variations
This setion desribes a number of algorithmi developments to theGeneralized Hebbian Algorithm. It begins by disussing develop-ments of the basi GHA formulation. The tehnique is applied to La-tent Semanti Analysis, and is modi�ed to aommodate the prepro-essing steps ommonly inluded in LSA implementations. RandomIndexing (28) is introdued here as a supplement to GHA providinga means of �xing and reduing vetor length.An extension of GHA to paired data (singular value deomposition)is then presented. Sparse variants of the algorithms are desribed.Sparse variants are ontrasted with the Random Indexing approahintrodued in the ontext of GHA. Approahes to setting learningrates and determining onvergene of the algorithms are disussed.11In this setion, the work on inluding LSA entropy normalisation in GHAis joint work done with Brandyn Webb. The basi design of the AsymmetriGeneralized Hebbian Algorithm is Brandyn's; the derivation is my own. Thesparse version of GHA is joint work with Brandyn.

51



52 Chapter 4 Algorithmi Variations4.1 GHA for Latent Semanti AnalysisLatent Semanti Analysis has been used to great e�et in the �eldof information retrieval and beyond. Limitations on orpus size arehowever a doumented problem (49). Sine only the �rst few hundredeigenvetors are required in LSA, GHA is a potential andidate foran alternative algorithm. GHA provides an alternative with a lowmemory footprint, but takes progressively longer to produe eaheigenvetor, ultimately meaning that time is an issue. Sine eigen-vetors are produed in order starting with the greatest, however,requiring only a small number of eigenvetors mitigates this. GHA isquik to onverge on the greatest of the eigenvetors. Additionally,GHA is of interest from the point of view of reation of a learningsystem that an develop a potentially very large LSA-style semantimodel over a period of time from ontinuous streamed input. Thelearning behaviour of suh a system would be of interest, and further-more, there is potential for interesting performane features in a verylarge mature LSA-style model. The work presented in this setion ispreviously published (24).At a glane, GHA may not be an obvious andidate for LSA, sineLSA is traditionally performed using singular value deomposition ofpaired data, to produe two sets of singular vetors. One set an beused to rotate wordbag vetors into the shared spae reated by theSVD proess, and the other, doument vetors. Sine a doumentvetor an be just as well represented as a wordbag vetor, however,this is a little redundant. In fat, the primary task of LSA is toestablish word interrelationships, and this is a task to whih eigendeomposition is very well suited. In pratial terms, using eigen de-omposition for LSA simply involves using a word orrelation matrixprepared over a set of training douments, whih is square and sym-metrial, to reate an eigen deomposition, then using this deompo-sition to rotate the test set of douments presented as wordbags intothe redued dimensionality spae, where they an be ompared. Thetest set may be the same as the training set: this would in fat re�etstandard LSA proedure. If M is our supposed standard LSA do-ument by wordbag training matrix, we perform eigen deomposition



4.1 GHA for Latent Semanti Analysis 53on the matrix A = MMT , where A desribes word orrelations, toprodue the olumn matrix of eigenvetors U . U is redued in dimen-sionality by disarding later olumns to produe U ′. Test doumentsin the form of wordbags are presented as the row matrix D. U ′ isused to redue the dimensionality of D as follows:
D′ = DU ′ (4.1)Row doument vetors in D′ an then be ompared to eah other.4.1.1 Inlusion of Global NormalisationLSA often inludes an entropy-normalisation step (16), disussed inthe previous hapter, in whih word frequenies of the original datamatrix are modi�ed to re�et their usefulness as distinguishing fea-tures. Sine this step has signi�ant bene�ts, and has indeed beomea part of the standard, no suggestion for an approah to perform-ing LSA an be omplete without its inlusion. This preproessingrequires that the entire orpus be available up-front, suh that prob-abilities et. an be alulated aross the entire orpus, and thereforedoes not �t well with GHA, one of the main selling points of whihis its inrementality. As outlined in the previous hapter, the wordount is modi�ed by setting the ell value cij as follows2:

pij =
tfij

gfi

(4.2)
gwij = 1 +

∑

j

pij log(pij)

log(n)
(4.3)

cij = gwij(cij + 1) (4.4)2A known minor error in (16) has been orreted here.



54 Chapter 4 Algorithmi Variationswhere n is the number of douments in the olletion. tf is the termfrequeny, i.e. the original ell ount, and gf is the global frequeny,i.e. the total ount for that word aross all douments.By modifying the word ount in this way, words that are of littlevalue in distinguishing between douments, for example, words suhas �the�, that are very frequent, are down-weighted. Observe thatthe alulation of the entropy depends on the total doument ountand on the total number of a given word aross all the douments,as well as the individual ell ount. For an inremental method, thismeans that it must be alulated over the douments seen so far, andthat word and doument ounts must be aumulated on an ongoingbasis. A little algebra produes3:
gwij = 1 +

∑

j tfij log(tfij) − gfilog(gfi)

gfilog(n)
(4.5)This arrangement has the onvenient property of isolating the sum-mation over a quantity that an be aumulated, i.e. tfij log(tfij),whereas the previous arrangement would have required the individualterm frequenies to be stored separately for an aurate alulationto be made. This is problemati where the number of suh frequen-ies tends to in�nity and the storage requirement inreases as thetratability of the alulation dereases.4.1.2 Epoh Size and Impliations forAppliationThe entropy-normalised ell ount beomes less useful over very largenumbers of training items, suh as one might use with an inrementalalgorithm. Consider that it is the nature of language that most wordsare extremely infrequent. As the number of seen items tends to in�n-ity, the weighting of words that our with midrange frequenies will3A minor error in (24) has been orreted here.



4.2 Random Indexing 55tend to zero, and words that our virtually never will ome to dom-inate. This is not useful in a method based on words o-ourringin similar douments. In fat, it is not the very infrequent wordsthat are important but the mid-frequeny words that are good dif-ferentiators. For this reason, the onept of an �epoh size� has beenintrodued as follows4:
gwij = 1 +

( 1

gfi

∑

j
tfij log(tfij)) − log(gfi) + log(n) − log(Nepoch)

log(Nepoch)
(4.6)This is equivalent to setting the lower bound on frequeny to oneourrene per epoh, and serves the purpose of �xing the weightingvalues for ertain word frequenies even as the number of data itemsontinues to inrease. Chapter 5 disusses the e�et of inreasing or-pus size on term weighting e�etiveness in more detail in the ontextof LSA for very large orpora.Note that the impat of the introdution of the term weighting stepon onvergene has not been disussed here. An important next stepin this work is the investigation and evaluation of the onvergeneproperties of this variation of GHA on a large orpus. A limitedinvestigation of the onvergene behaviour of this variant of GHAfollows in the next hapter.4.2 Random IndexingA shortoming of GHA as an approah to LSA-style language pro-essing is that the eigenvetors need to be extended in dimensionalityeah time a novel word appears. Whilst not in itself problemati,sine dimensionality an be readily inreased with an initialisationvalue as voabulary inreases, and a little training data rapidly moves4A further minor error in (24) has been orreted here.



56 Chapter 4 Algorithmi Variationsthe value into the appropriate range, there are implementational ad-vantages to knowing that dimensionality will not exeed a ertainbound. For example, an upper limit may need to be inluded fortratability purposes. A modi�ed approah is to assign eah newly-enountered word a random, highly-sparse vetor of �xed length, andto proeed as before aepting that the word vetors are now merelyalmost orthogonal to eah other instead of truly orthogonal. Thisapproah, Random Indexing (28), has been used as a dimensionalityredution tehnique ompetitive to eigen deomposition in its ownright. Whilst laking some of eigen deomposition's tehnial ad-vantages, its superior e�ieny makes it more appropriate in someirumstanes. Here, it is used as an approah to �xing dimension-ality and reduing it for the sake of speed gains in onjuntion witheigen deomposition.Assigning a random vetor to a word is easily done where word vetorsare normalised and orthogonal. Using Random Indexing with arbi-trary input vetors requires an extra step but is still relatively easyto arrange. For example, Random Indexing an be used in onjun-tion with LSA inluding the entropy normalisation step desribedin the previous setion, in whih data omprise bags of weightedwords, as follows. The Random Indexing term-weighted vetor for apartiular doument is onstruted by �rst omputing the entropy-normalised log ount of eah word separately, and then multiplyingby that word's random indexing vetor, then summing over all wordsin the doument. In matrix notation, this an be desribed using amultipliation of the input vetor with the row matrix of RandomIndexing vetors, one per word. That is, if R is the matrix of randomvetors by words, our random-vetor enoded datum a
′ is de�ned by:

a
′ = aR (4.7)Preliminary investigation suggests that Random Indexing is very ef-fetive in reduing dimensionalities in the region of tens of thousandsand higher to as low as several hundred with tolerable impat on au-ray, though the reader is direted to the Random Indexing literature



4.3 GHA and Singular Value Deomposition 57for a thorough evaluation (28). Furthermore, Random Indexing hasno apparent impat on the onvergene of GHA. The two work welltogether. Note that at low dimensionalities (maybe hundreds), RI isnot of bene�t sine RI dimensionalities would need to be higher toget good performane. The spae of random vetors is too small atlow dimensionalities.As alluded to earlier in the setion, dimensionality inrease at runtime is in itself not a problem. Indeed an advantage to GHA is thatnew voabulary is quikly inorporated into an existing deomposi-tion as its diretion is determined based on similarity to existing fea-tures. Where an appropriate model of the data is already in existene,new data is simply positioned within its framework rather than usedto any great extent to inform it. This is loosely parallel to a humanlearning a new word primarily in terms of the linguisti onstrutsthey are already familiar with; part of speeh et. However, limit-ing the total dimensionality has tratability advantages. In the nextsetion a sparse variant of GHA is presented whih provides anotherapproah to improving tratability where data is sparse. RandomIndexing would be a preferable approah where data is not sparse.4.3 GHA and Singular ValueDeompositionExtending GHA to paired data is desirable in that it allows us toapply the algorithm in ontexts that we would otherwise be unableto. An example would be applying singular value deomposition toword n-grams. Modelling word n-grams is the ore of tasks suhas n-gram language modelling. Word n-grams an be thought ofas word/history pairs, where a history is the n − 1 word sequenepreeding the urrent word. Word n-grams an of ourse be modelledusing standard singular value deomposition tehniques, and this willbe done later on in the work. This setion disusses the extensionof GHA to paired data in order to inrease its appliability and togive us another tool at our disposal in the n-gram language modelling



58 Chapter 4 Algorithmi Variationswork that follows later on in this thesis. The work presented in thissetion is previously published (22).Let us begin by reapping the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm, ex-plained more thoroughly in the previous hapter.
un(t + 1) = un + λ(uT

n · a)(a −
∑

i≤n

(uT
i · a)ui) (4.8)In the above, un is the nth eigenvetor, a is the input vetor (dataobservation) and λ is the learning rate. The formula updates theurrent eigenvetor by adding to it the input vetor multiplied by theativation (dot produt of a with un) minus the projetion of theinput vetor on all the eigenvetors so far. In vetor form, expanding

y out and using the impliit learning rate as previously disussed:
△un = un.a(a −

∑

i<n

(a · ui)ui) (4.9)Delta notation is used to desribe the update here, for further read-ability. The equation desribes the quantity by whih u is modi�ed.The subtrated element is responsible for removing from the trainingupdate any projetion on previous singular vetors, thereby ensuringorthogonality. Let us assume for the moment that we are alulatingonly the �rst eigenvetor. The training update, that is, the vetor tobe added to the eigenvetor, an then be more simply desribed asfollows, making the next steps more readable:
△u = u · a(a) (4.10)Let us begin with a simpli�ation of 4.10:
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△u =

1

n
uA(A) (4.11)Here, A is the entire data matrix. n is the number of training items.The simpli�ation is valid in the ase that u is stabilised; a simpli�-ation that in our ase will beome more valid with time. Extensionto paired data initially appears to present a problem. As mentionedearlier, the singular vetors of a retangular matrix are the eigenve-tors of the matrix multiplied by its transpose, and the eigenvetorsof the transpose of the matrix multiplied by itself. Running GHAon a non-square non-symmetrial matrix M, i.e. paired data, wouldtherefore be ahievable using standard GHA as follows:

△u =
1

n
uMMT (MMT ) (4.12)

△v =
1

n
vMT M(MT M) (4.13)In the above, u and v are left and right singular vetors. However,to be able to feed the algorithm with rows of the matries MMTand MT M , we would need to have the entire training orpus avail-able simultaneously, and square it, whih we hoped to avoid. Thismakes it impossible to use GHA for singular value deompositionof serially-presented paired input in this way without some furthertransformation. However,

σu = vMT =
∑

x

(v · bx)ax (4.14)
σv = uM =

∑

x

(u · ax)bx (4.15)



60 Chapter 4 Algorithmi VariationsHere, σ is the singular value pertaining to u and v. The above isvalid in the ase that left and right singular vetors u and v havesettled (whih will beome more aurate over time) and that datavetor pairs a and b outer-produt and sum to M, a state of a�airseasily arranged in the ase that the assumed matrix omprises theadditive sum of the observation stream.Inserting 4.14 and 4.15 into 4.12 and 4.13 allows them to be reduedas follows:
△u =

σ

n
vMT MMT (4.16)

△v =
σ

n
uMMT M (4.17)

△u =
σ2

n
uMMT (4.18)

△v =
σ2

n
vMT M (4.19)

△u =
σ3

n
vMT (4.20)

△v =
σ3

n
uM (4.21)In the next step, the division by n is anelled with the summationover x in equations 4.14 and 4.15:

△u = σ3(v · b)a (4.22)
△v = σ3(u · a)b (4.23)



4.3 GHA and Singular Value Deomposition 61This element an then be reinserted into GHA. To summarise, whereGHA dotted the input with the eigenvetor and multiplied the resultby the input vetor to form the training update (thereby adding theinput vetor to the eigenvetor with a length proportional to theextent to whih it re�ets the urrent diretion of the eigenvetor)our formulation dots the right input vetor with the right singularvetor and multiplies the left input vetor by this quantity beforeadding it to the left singular vetor, and vie versa. In this way, thetwo sides ross-train eah other. Below is the �nal modi�ation ofGHA extended to over multiple vetor pairs. The original GHA isgiven beneath it for omparison.
△ui = vi · b(a −

∑

j<i

(a · uj)uj) (4.24)
△vi = ui · a(b −

∑

j<i

(b · vj)vj) (4.25)
△ui = ui · a(a −

∑

j<i

(a · uj)uj) (4.26)In equations 4.11 and 4.14/ 4.15 we introdued approximations thatbeome more aurate as the diretion of the singular vetors settles.These approximations will therefore not interfere with the aurayof the �nal result, though they might interfere with the rate of on-vergene. The onstant σ3 has been dropped in 4.24 and 4.25. Itsrelevane is purely with respet to the alulation of the singularvalue. Reall that in Weng et al (52) the eigenvalue is alulableas the average magnitude of the training update △u. In our formu-lation, aording to 4.22 and 4.23, the singular value would be △udivided by σ3. Dropping the σ3 in 4.24 and 4.25 ahieves that im-pliitly. The singular value is one more the average length of thetraining update.



62 Chapter 4 Algorithmi Variations4.4 Sparse ImplementationWhere vetors are sparse, for example, perfetly orthogonal singleword vetors, and dimensionality is high, for example, large voab-ulary natural language tasks, there are enormous advantages to begained by exploiting sparse algorithms, in whih vetors take the formof index/non-zero value pairs rather than one value per dimension.Unmodi�ed, GHA is not amenable to this approah beause alu-lation of eigenvetors past the �rst one involves the removal of theprojetion of the previous eigenvetors (not sparse) from the inputvetor (sparse) after whih it is no longer sparse. However, an alter-nate approah is, rather than removing the projetions of previouseigenvetors ui<n from input vetor an, to remove them diretly, ore�etively, from the urrent eigenvetor un.We de�ne the vetor d to be the produt of training vetor a withthe matrix of eigenvetors U , that is to say, d is a vetor desribingthe extent to whih a projets on eah eigenvetor. This is a sparseoperation, and produes the vetor that in the original non-sparseGHA would be multiplied by the eigenvetors to produe a vetorset eah of whih is subtrated from the training vetor in order toorthogonalise it to previous eigenvetors.
d = Ua (4.27)We de�ne helper vetor h and pseudo-eigenvetor u

′, the vetor ur-rently being trained, not neessarily orthogonal to previous eigenve-tors, as follows,
h = Uu

′ (4.28)
u = u

′ − UT
h (4.29)where u is the urrent eigenvetor. The above equations simply say



4.4 Sparse Implementation 63that pseudovetor u
′ has the projetion h on previous eigenvetors,therefore to obtain u, the urrent eigenvetor, this non-orthogonalpart must be subtrated from u

′. The salar quantity d, the ati-vation, in Sanger's terminology, is alulated in the original GHA asthe dot produt of the training datum with the urrent eigenvetor.This an be alulated, avoiding the use of u, a non-sparse vetor, asfollows:
d =

u
′ · a − h · d

√

|u′|2 − |h|2
(4.30)This is a muh less expensive way to alulate d where data is sparse.Having trained vetor u

′ as follows,
∆u

′ = da (4.31)all that remains is to alulate u with the aid of helper vetor h.Fortunately this vetor an be updated inrementally, removing theremaining non-sparseness in the algorithm.
∆h = dd (4.32)Extended to paired data, this beomes,

da = Ua (4.33)
db = V b (4.34)
ha = Uu

′ (4.35)
hb = V v

′ (4.36)
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u = u

′ − UT
ha (4.37)

v = v
′ − V T

hb (4.38)
da =

u
′ · a− ha · da
√

|u′|
2
− |ha|

2

(4.39)
db =

v
′ · b − hb · db
√

|v′|2 − |hb|
2

(4.40)
∆u

′ = dba (4.41)
∆v

′ = dab (4.42)
∆ha = dbda (4.43)
∆hb = dadb (4.44)Where sparse data is presented in sparse format, the above sparseformulation produes great bene�ts in terms of alulation omplex-ity. The ost of the training step using the original formulation wheredata is not sparse is linear with data dimensionality. Using the sparseformulation the ost of the training step beomes linear with thenumber of non-zero elements in the vetor, muh reduing the ost ofinreasing data dimensionality. Complexity is quanti�ed in the nexthapter.4.5 ConvergeneAs disussed previously in the ontext of the Generalized HebbianAlgorithm, the pratiality of GHA and its variants depends on theauray of the �nal result and the e�ay and reliability with whihthat result is approahed. This setion disusses a number of imple-mentation issues that need to be resolved with regard to onvergene.The setion is based on my pratial experiene with implementingGHA and its variants, and does not present published work.



4.5 Convergene 654.5.1 Staged TrainingThe naive implementation an be summarised as follows:
• The �rst datum is used to train the �rst singular vetor pair.
• The projetion of the �rst singular vetor pair onto this datumis subtrated from the datum.
• The datum is then used to train the seond singular vetor pairand so on for all the vetor pairs.
• Ensuing data items are proessed similarly.The main problem with this approah is as follows. At the beginningof the training proess, the singular vetors are lose to the valuesthey were initialised with, and far away from the values they willsettle on. Observe that the seond singular vetor pair is trained onthe datum minus its projetion onto the �rst singular vetor pair.This is to prevent the seond singular vetor pair from beoming thesame as the �rst. But if the �rst pair is far away from its eventualdiretion, then the seond has a hane to move in the diretion thatthe �rst will eventually take on. In fat, all the vetors, suh asthey an whilst remaining orthogonal to eah other, will move in thestrongest diretion. Then, when the �rst pair eventually takes on theright diretion, the others have di�ulty reovering, sine they startto reeive data that they have very little projetion on, meaning thatthey learn very slowly. The problem an be addressed by waitinguntil eah singular vetor pair is onverged, or lose to onverged,before beginning to train the next.4.5.2 Convergene CriteriaThe hallenge in designing an e�etive onvergene riterion for theGHA and its variants lies in �nding a orrelate to onvergene that



66 Chapter 4 Algorithmi Variationsdoes not depend on knowing the atual position of the target singularvetors. Suh riteria an be evaluated on test sets for whih we havean independent deomposition available, produed by a known andtrusted implementation suh as SVDLIBC (1). The hosen riterionan then be applied �in earnest�, in the ase that we are using GHAto produe a deomposition we atually need.Finding a orrelate to onvergene proves surprisingly hallenging.Here are some ideas:
• The length of the feature vetor in the ase that the impliitlearning rate is used
• The extent to whih the vetor has moved over a ertain numberof training steps� Movement an be gauged as the dot produt between theurrent feature vetor and the feature vetor in its earlierposition� Movement an be gauged as the distane between the endof the (normalised) feature vetor and the feature vetorin its earlier position
• The extent to whih the training updates di�er from the featurevetorEah of these ideas will be disussed in more detail in the remainderof this setion.Length-Based Convergene CriterionNote that this approah is spei� to the ase in whih the trainingvetor is not orthogonalised to the urrent feature vetor prior tobeing used to train it, suh that the feature vetor grows long overtime. Using length of the feature vetor to determine onvergene hasrepeatedly shown itself to be the most e�etive option, and has been



4.5 Convergene 67used previously by other researhers (52). Disadvantages, as shownearlier, inlude that it has a tendeny to not quite make it to the tar-get vetor, and instead settle in an inaurate diretion that furtherdata has a hard time in�uening sine the vetor has grown so longand stable. Advantages inlude its stability and preditable progresstoward onvergene (in terms of lose-to-linear rate of approahingthe riterion).Movement-based Convergene CriterionWhere the vetor is allowed to grow long, the movement-based on-vergene riterion in pratial terms is little more than a variant onthe length-based onvergene riterion. The greatest in�uene on theextent to whih the feature vetor moves over a ertain number oftraining iterations is the length of the vetor, sine this determineshow muh of an impat eah training datum has on the overall length.Note that determining movement through the distane between theends of the normalised feature vetors over time would be preferableto using dot produt were this approah to be taken, sine dot prod-ut is not a good measure of very small di�erenes in vetor diretion.In the ase that autonormalisation is used, that is to say, the trainingdatum is orthogonalised to the urrent feature vetor prior to beingused to train it, suh that the vetor remains (approximately) nor-malised, and an expliit �xed learning rate is used, movement doesnot appear to orrelate with onvergene, but instead remains moreor less onstant, suggesting that the vetor approahes the targetthen jumps around in the viinity rather than notieably settling.Similarity of Training Vetors to Feature VetorsAs a measure of onvergene, the similarity of the training data tothe feature vetors is not entirely without promise. The theory isthat the target diretion for the feature vetor is that whih aptures



68 Chapter 4 Algorithmi Variationsas muh of the training data as one vetor possibly an, and so agood diretion for it is one in whih the dot produts of the trainingvetors with the feature vetor are low. Note that the alulationof the dot produt of the training vetor with the feature vetor isa ritial part of the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm anyway, whihwould make it e�ient to use. One way of measuring this might beas follows, where θ is the quantity we hope will orrelate well withonvergene, γ is a heuristially-hosen rate of extintion (100 seemsabout right) and d is the dot produt of the training vetor with theurrent feature vetor:
θ =

θ(γ − 1) + d

γ
(4.45)This quantity reveals itself to broadly orrelate with onvergene.However, it is unpreditable lose to onvergene, and its absolutevalue depends on the data and on the eigen/singular value of the ur-rent feature vetor, making it di�ult to use. (In fat, this quantityshould onverge on the eigen/singular value.) Further developmentmight allow this measure to be used, but in its urrent form it hasnot proved partiularly suessful.4.5.3 Learning RatesA losely related problem to that of seleting a onvergene riterionis seleting a learning rate. Note that Setion 4.5.4 presents onver-gene urves for two di�erent approahes to learning rate seletion.The �rst is the impliit learning rate, in whih the vetor is allowedto grow long, suh that later data has less impat on the diretionof the feature vetor. As the graphs show, this approah is stablebut has the disadvantage that sometimes the vetors settle poorly,and then beome so stable that it is di�ult to move them loser tothe target. The advantage to the approah however is that it is verystable. The vetor will not tend to jump away from the target having



4.5 Convergene 69reahed it.The seond learning rate shown in the onvergene urves is Sanger'soriginal expliit learning rate. This approah is shown to reliably andquikly produe onverged vetors, but laks stability having reahedits target. Indeed, overly high learning rates an lead to the vetorjumping between ompeting diretions (other strong eigen/singularvetors). Combating this problem with a low learning rate ompro-mises speed of onvergene, and often still fails to eliminate instabil-ity.Ideally, a learning rate based on the onvergene riterion, that re-dues as the vetor approahes the target, would be developed. Suha learning rate would optimise speed of onvergene initially, and sta-bility later on. An attempt has been made to develop suh a learningrate based on the onvergene riterion disussed earlier of averagedot produt of the training datum with the feature vetor. Thisattempt has not met with suess. The impliit (length-based) learn-ing rate proves remarkably di�ult to beat. This remains howeveran area in whih future work might fruitfully be done to improve theperformane of the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm and its variants.4.5.4 Asymmetri GHA Convergene EvaluationA orpus of 20,000 bigrams was used to produe onvergene urvesfor AGHA. The dataset omprised bigrams from a set of 100 dou-ments from the Newsgroup orpus (11). The data were presented aspairs of unit-length word vetors. The dimensionality of the impliedmatrix was a little over 4000 by 4000. The variant of AGHA pre-dominantly used in this work uses the impliit learning rate. Thisalgorithm is ontrasted here with the expliit learning rate as pre-sented in Sanger's original GHA formulation. The learning rate usedwas 0.1 throughout. Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 present left singularvetors 1, 2 and 3 respetively. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 present rightsingular vetors 1, 2 and 3. Dot-produt with a referene vetor setprodued using SVDLIBC (1) is plotted against number of training
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Figure 4.1: First Left Singular Vetor Convergenepresentations.The onvergene graphs show that AGHA, both with impliit andexpliit learning rates, have little di�ulty in loating the �rst sin-gular vetor pair. On this pair, the impliit learning rate produesa urve that most rapidly approahes onvergene and is most sta-ble. The expliit learning rate urve jumps around. Experimentationshowed that higher learning rates produed more rapid onvergenebut at the expense of later stability. On the seond singular vetorpair, AGHA with expliit learning rate is the only variant to ahievereasonable onvergene in the time allowed. Further time would al-low the vetors to ahieve better onvergene. On the third, again,AGHA with expliit learning rate is the only variant that really on-verged, with the AGHA with impliit learning rate in this ase omingloser. Again, the impliit learning rate leads to a greater stability.Reall that later singular vetor pairs are trained on the input minusearlier singular vetors, so pairs following a poorly onverged pairare at a disadvantage. In general it seems that both impliit andexpliit learning rates have their advantages in terms of stability and
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Figure 4.2: Seond Left Singular Vetor Convergene

Figure 4.3: Third Left Singular Vetor Convergene
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Figure 4.4: First Right Singular Vetor Convergene

Figure 4.5: Seond Right Singular Vetor Convergene
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Figure 4.6: Third Right Singular Vetor Convergenerapidity of onvergene. The impliit learning rate has the big dis-advantage that having had the opportunity to grow long, it beomesoverly stable and resistant to hange. However, it is at least stableand preditable. Some hybrid of the two approahes might lead tothe most optimal result. The results presented here are representa-tive of experimentation with other orpora and might be expetedto apply aross a range of irumstanes, though there is always thepossibility that di�erent datasets might produe di�erent behaviour.The results presented here are intended to illustrate behaviour ratherthan performane quality. For the most optimal results, using the ap-proah desribed in this hapter of training eah singular vetor pairfor a while before starting to train the next, and allowing them totrain for longer would be reommended.



74 Chapter 4 Algorithmi Variations4.6 SummaryThis setion has overed a number of variations on the basi GHAtheme, many of whih will be used later in the work. To summarisebrie�y:
• GHA has been extended with an original adaptation that makesit possible to perform Latent Semanti Analysis on a dataset in-luding the entropy normalisation step without any preproess-ing of the orpus (24). This is relevant beause an advantageto GHA is that it an be used to deompose very large datasets�inrementally�, suh that the entire dataset need not be avail-able from the start. For suh an advantage to be meaningfulin the ase of LSA, the most popular of the term weightingshemes needs to be aounted for.
• Random Indexing has been presented as a potentially advan-tageous addition to the algorithm from the point of view oftratability.
• An original asymmetri variant to GHA has been presented(22), the Asymmetri Generalized Hebbian Algorithm, whihallows paired data to be handled, e�etively performing singularvalue deomposition.
• Original sparse variants of GHA and AGHA have been pre-sented, o�ering a muh more e�ient way to apply GHA andAGHA to sparse datasets suh as are ubiquitous in languageproessing.
• Pratial aspets of onvergene and learning rate seletion aredisussed. Evaluation has been performed suh as to informthe hoie of learning rate and onvergene strategy favouredin the remainder of the work.Relevant work by others inludes Sanger's Double Generalized Heb-bian Algorithm and Orthogonal Asymmetri Enoder (47). These



4.6 Summary 75two algorithms are similar to AGHA and are presented as an attra-tive solution in the ase that an unknown matrix is to be deomposedusing paired inputs and outputs to that matrix, where output is thematrix multiplied by the input. Inputs should be orthogonal anduniformly distributed, suh that the row matrix of inputs multipliedby its transpose is the identity matrix, or at least a saled identitymatrix. This makes the DGHA and the OAE appliable in a subsetof the ases in whih AGHA an be used; AGHA will produe thesingular value deomposition of a matrix based on arbitrary pairedinput.Berry's LAS2 (4) algorithm will ontinue to be used as a ontrol and aontrast to the GHA-based algorithms in the remainder of this work.The implementation used is the open-soure SVDLIBC (1). Matlab'sSVD funtion is also used in plaes.Other algorithms of interest inlude the Kernel Hebbian Algorithm(29), in whih eigen deomposition is performed on data in a Re-produing Kernel Hilbert Spae (RKHS). In other words, the dataundergoes a kernel mapping that allows non-linear struture to be ex-trated in the data. As language undoubtedly ontains non-linearity,this work seems partiularly relevant, and appliation and extensionwithin natural language proessing ould lead to interesting resultsin the future.The next two hapters disuss GHA and AGHA in the ontext of twonatural language proessing tasks; information retrieval and stohas-ti language modelling.
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Chapter 5GHA for InformationRetrieval
Latent Semanti Analysis (LSA) is an established method for auto-matially inferring the ontextual similarity of words from a largeorpus of text, and has been shown qualitatively (and in some asesquantitatively) to mimi human performane in many of its propertiesand appliations (14). It has been used to great e�et in informationretrieval, where its ability to �nd synonyms is partiularly relevant.More reent appliations involve inorporation of LSA semanti in-formation into language models (3). LSA is typially formulated interms of large matrix operations on the orpus as a whole, and isthus prinipally a bath algorithm although methods o�ering varyingdegrees of inrementality are available, as disussed in the previoushapter. This hapter falls into two parts. In the �rst, GHA is demon-strated in the ontext of performing LSA on a small dataset. Theonvergene of LSA-variant GHA is shown. The seond part of thehapter fouses on GHA's extensibility to large datasets and disussesthe salability of LSA in general. Complexity analysis and memoryonsumption of generi GHA as ompared to a standard approah(LAS2) are disussed. 77



78 Chapter 5 GHA for Information Retrieval5.1 GHA for LSALSA is traditionally performed using singular value deomposition,where GHA performs eigen deomposition. However, as disussed inthe previous hapter, singular value deomposition and eigen deom-position are intimately related, and it is easy to map from one tothe other. In fat, LSA is a lassi example of a task that involvesrelating symmetrial data to eah other: word a's ourrene withword b is exatly the same as word b's ourrene with a. In hoosingthe tool appropriate for the job, the task might be better thought ofin these terms. This setion simply illustrates the use of GHA toperform LSA on a small dataset. The use of a small dataset allowsthe behaviour of the tehnique to be qualitatively examined.5.1.1 MethodThe 20 Newsgroups dataset (11) was used to demonstrate the equiv-alene of GHA to standard LSA. A test orpus was prepared usingdata from two newsgroup subsetions (atheism and hokey). GHA,inluding the entropy normalisation modi�ation, was then used todeompose the dataset. The data were presented one doument at atime, in the form of sparse vetors ontaining raw word ounts. Thesame dataset was also presented to Matlab, in order to obtain a setof referene vetors. (The entropy normalisation preproessing stepwas arried out on the data prior to presenting it to Matlab.) Thedataset was passed to Matlab in the form of a 1998 (douments) by29568 (unique words) matrix. Passing this data to GHA in the formof doument vetors 29568 long is equivalent to eigen deomposingthe square of the dataset matrix, 29568 by 29568. In order to obtainMatlab's deomposition of the data matrix, squaring and eigen de-omposing it would be a valid approah. Here, however, the singularvalue deomposition of the matrix was taken, and the right (dou-ment spae) vetor set disarded. To obtain a singular value set froman eigenvalue set, the singular values must be squared. In the ase ofthis algorithm, where the values are alulated on a per-item basis,



5.1 GHA for LSA 79the values also needed to be divided by the number of training itemsin an epoh, in this ase, 1998.5.1.2 ResultsA omparison of the results for the �rst ten eigenvalues is shown intable 5.1. �Error� is de�ned to be one minus the dot produt of theeigenvetor with the Matlab eigenvetor. �LSA Value� is the eigen-value as alulated using Matlab. Figure 5.1 shows the algorithm'sonvergene on the orret vetor diretions. The x -axis shows thenumber of data items presented. Two graphs are overlaid here foromparison purposes; absolute eigenvalue and diretional error, againde�ned to be one minus the dot produt of the eigenvetor with theMatlab eigenvetor. The sale on the left pertains to the error in ve-tor diretion, and is plotted using points, and the sale on the rightpertains to the eigenvalue, plotted using lines. Observe that as theonvergene riterion (the amount by whih the diretion of the ve-tor hanges over, in this ase, 500 data presentations) settles to zero,the eigenvalue approahes and settles on its �nal value. After onemillion data items have been presented, four vetors have onvergedand a �fth is lose to onverging. Whilst stringeny of onvergeneriterion would need to be ontrolled for, the suggestion is that in-luding entropy normalisation in GHA does not impat unfavourablyon onvergene.The vetor set produed by GHA di�ers from standard LSA in that,being an eigen deomposition of the wordbag vetors, no doument-spae vetor set is produed. Traditionally, LSA makes no distintionbetween training and test sets. The entire doument set is inludedin the singular value deomposition, and it is these douments thatthe intention is to ompare to eah other. This is not possible withthis approah, only the word spae being produed (or indeed onlythe doument spae, but the word spae is more useful), and indeed,not appropriate to the inremental algorithm, where the intention isthat the number of douments that the algorithm has seen would bevery large. To have a redued representation of every training do-
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Figure 5.1: Convergene of GHA with Entropy Normalisation In-luded



5.1 GHA for LSA 81Table 5.1: Comparison of GHA and LSA.Number Error GHA Value LSA Value0 1.2874603E-5 1.957 1.9721 3.6120415E-5 1.333 1.3392 1.2278557E-5 0.734 0.7573 1.9288063E-4 0.568 0.5754 1.9168854E-4 0.397 0.4455 8.904934E-5 0.315 0.3816 2.5987625E-5 0.403 0.3167 3.234148E-4 0.279 0.2848 2.4974346E-4 0.248 0.2679 1.5366077E-4 0.254 0.245ument would onsume a lot of spae, and for most tasks would beunneessary. To perform LSA-style tasks with eigen deomposition adoument set appropriate to the task is seleted and used to form adoument spae in the manner formalised in Chapter 2; by forminga olumn matrix from the wordbag vetors and multiplying by theleft singular vetor set in the manner of any new pseudodoument.For example, the eigenvetor set might be formed over a large orpusof domain-general passages, but then used to run queries on domain-spei� datasets hosen at run time. This approah is more analogousto the separate training and test sets harateristi of many mahinelearning approahes. Where the �test set� is novel to the deomposi-tion, the approah might be onsidered inaurate, (see �folding in�(16)) but in fat, if the �training set� is su�iently representative ofthe test set, then even if the test set is novel, the approximation ishard to fault.To larify, the method an be outlined as follows. The test doumentset is formed into a set of wordbag �pseudodouments�, forming rowsof D. The eigenvetor set U is multiplied by this matrix to produe aredued dimensionality representation D′. This representation is as itwould have been had singular value deomposition been used and theoriginal doument vetors used to reate the redued dimensionalityrepresentation.
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D′ = UDT (5.1)This method has been performed here using a subset of the trainingdouments and the set of 100 eigenvetors produed by Matlab forthe sake of illustration. Although mathematially idential to stan-dard LSA, the reader might bene�t from a more realisti illustrationthan was provided in Chapter 2 and a pratial demonstration ofthe use of eigen deomposition to perform LSA. Ten douments werehosen, �ve from atheism and �ve from hokey. Tables 5.2, 5.3 and5.4 onstitute a many-to-many omparison of these douments, viathe dot produt. Atheism items are denoted with a preeding �a�in the doument name, and hokey douments with a preeding �h�.The reader should �nd herself able to loate the given douments inthe orpus using the name, should she wish to do so. Tables 5.5,5.6 and 5.7 give the omparison matrix produed using unproesseddouments, that is to say, vetors of raw word ounts, in order toillustrate the impat of LSA.Table 5.2: Many-to-many doument omparison with LSA.a:53366 a:53367 a:51247 a:51248 a:51249a:53366 1.00 0.86 0.86 0.83 0.91a:53367 0.86 1.00 0.82 0.77 0.76a:51247 0.86 0.82 1.00 0.74 0.80a:51248 0.83 0.77 0.74 1.00 0.80a:51249 0.91 0.76 0.79 0.80 1.00Observe that in general, the numbers in tables 5.2 and 5.3, are largerthan those in 5.4. This shows a preditable tendeny for atheismdouments to be more like other atheism douments and for hokeydouments to be more like other hokey douments. Observe also thatthe lustering e�et is less strong in tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. LSA hasinreased the similarity between douments within domains. Treat-ing the �rst doument, �a:53366�, as a query, we an use the matrixof dot produts to �nd the doument most similar to it. The raw



5.2 LSA and Large Training Sets 83Table 5.3: Many-to-many doument omparison with LSA.h:54776 h:54777 h:54778 h:54779 h:54780h:54776 1.00 0.42 0.88 0.84 0.92h:54777 0.42 1.00 0.45 0.39 0.40h:54778 0.88 0.45 1.00 0.85 0.88h:54779 0.84 0.39 0.85 1.00 0.90h:54780 0.92 0.40 0.88 0.90 1.00Table 5.4: Many-to-many doument omparison with LSA.h:54776 h:54777 h:54778 h:54779 h:54780a:53366 0.78 0.22 0.63 0.52 0.70a:53367 0.63 0.15 0.44 0.38 0.55a:51247 0.66 0.18 0.44 0.40 0.58a:51248 0.78 0.23 0.68 0.61 0.77a:51249 0.78 0.23 0.64 0.57 0.73word ounts selet �h:54776� as the most similar doument. This isa doument from the hokey setion, and as the dot produt of 0.57suggests, the doument is not in fat espeially similar to �a:53366�.Using LSA, however, several of the douments are raised in their sim-ilarity rating, most notably the atheism douments. The doumentnow seleted as being the most similar to �a:53366�, with a dot prod-ut of 0.91, is not only an atheism doument, but also disusses law,as does the query doument.5.2 LSA and Large Training SetsLatent Semanti Analysis runs into some di�ulties with larger data-sets. Published LSA results usually do not attempt singular valuedeomposition on datasets larger than around 80,000 by 80,000 di-mensions, that is to say, voabularies of around 80,000 and dou-ment sets omprising a similar number of douments (49). The rea-



84 Chapter 5 GHA for Information RetrievalTable 5.5: Many-to-many doument omparison without LSA.a:53366 a:53367 a:51247 a:51248 a:51249a:53366 1.00 0.52 0.54 0.33 0.53a:53367 0.52 1.00 0.54 0.40 0.47a:51247 0.54 0.54 1.00 0.35 0.57a:51248 0.33 0.40 0.35 1.00 0.35a:51249 0.53 0.47 0.57 0.35 1.00Table 5.6: Many-to-many doument omparison without LSA.h:54776 h:54777 h:54778 h:54779 h:54780h:54776 1.00 0.24 0.62 0.57 0.63h:54777 0.24 1.00 0.20 0.18 0.20h:54778 0.62 0.20 1.00 0.55 0.57h:54779 0.57 0.18 0.55 1.00 0.71h:54780 0.63 0.20 0.57 0.71 1.00son for this is that the algorithms typially used to perform singularvalue deomposition do not sale well to larger datasets. This setionompares Berry's LAS2 (4) algorithm for performing singular valuedeomposition to GHA in order to provide information in deidingwhih algorithm is most appropriate to a given LSA task. LAS2 hasbeen hosen beause it is a popular algorithm optimised for sparsedatasets and apable of handling large amounts of data. (The better-known Matlab is more restritive in this respet.) LAS2 is a Lanzos-based approah. Lanzos-based algorithms derive from the fat thata random vetor repeatedly multiplied by a matrix will onverge onthe �rst eigenvetor of that matrix (power method). Spei�ally, theopen-soure implementation SVDLIBC (1) has been used here.5.2.1 Memory UsageLeading algorithms for deriving the eigen/singular value deomposi-tion of a matrix typially run into di�ulties with RAM, plaing an



5.2 LSA and Large Training Sets 85Table 5.7: Many-to-many doument omparison without LSA.h:54776 h:54777 h:54778 h:54779 h:54780a:53366 0.57 0.18 0.44 0.46 0.54a:53367 0.51 0.20 0.38 0.40 0.45a:51247 0.60 0.22 0.51 0.46 0.61a:51248 0.42 0.19 0.27 0.29 0.29a:51249 0.61 0.18 0.50 0.47 0.57upper limit on the amount of data that an be proessed. LAS2 (4),as a rough guide, needs 100 megabytes of RAM to proess a matrix ofdimensionality around 50,000 by 50,000. More spei�ally, the mem-ory required is (10 + D + q)N + (4 + q)q (presumably bytes), where
N is the width plus the height of the data matrix, D is the numberof singular vetors to return and q is N or 600, whihever is lowest(31). Spae is also required for the data matrix itself. For a small D,suh as is typial in LSA-style tasks, this approximates 600N bytesplus spae for the matrix. In ontrast, the GHA algorithm requires
4(N + 1)D bytes, whih is muh less, and sales better. Spae is notrequired for the data matrix.5.2.2 TimeThe omputational omplexity of the LAS2 algorithm is O(3Dz) (31)where z is the number of non-zero elements and D is the number ofdimensions returned. This means that as the number of non-zeroelements in the matrix inreases, time taken to perform the deom-position inreases at three times that rate. An algorithm optimisedfor sparse matries is highly desirable in a natural language on-text. The omputational omplexity of GHA is more ompliated topresent. For the original GHA algorithm, the training step itself has alinear omplexity with the dimensionality of the (symmetri) data w

(O(w)). Likewise for the asymmetrial formulation (O(N)). For thesparse versions, the training step is linear with the number of non-zero elements in the training data (O(z)) or where this number does
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Figure 5.2: Entropy Against Doument Count for Idealised Word O-urrene Patternsnot remain onstant, the average. However, this is only half the story.The number of training steps required to reah onvergene dependson the nature of the data, and onvergene may not be preditableand onsistent depending on data and initial onditions. The bestway to get a lear feel for the time it takes to deompose a datasetusing the algorithm is to study onvergene urves.5.2.3 Saling LSAIt is an ongoing researh problem to improve the salability of LSA.Various solutions have been proposed. Random Indexing (28) pro-vides a far more salable approah to dimensionality redution thansingular value deomposition. Indeed, it an be used as a tool forimproving salability in onjuntion with singular value deompo-sition. Preliminary investigation has shown the approah to be ofgreat utility in �xing the dimensionality of the training vetors toGHA and AGHA and thereby produing performane improvementson large orpora with negligible impat on auray. Sparse formu-lations however redue the neessity for dimensionality redution of



5.2 LSA and Large Training Sets 87training data. Other approahes are based on splitting the data intogroups, and then performing singular value deomposition on eahgroup (49). This approah has the desirable side-e�et of improvingthe e�etiveness of the entropy-based row normalisation step typiallyused in onjuntion with LSA. Entropy of word ourrene beomesless e�etive as a measure of semanti signi�ane as the number ofobservations approahes in�nity (24). Were larger datasets able tobe deomposed using singular value deomposition, a solution wouldneed to be found to this problem. The row normalisation step wouldpossibly need to be improved in order for the method to remain e�e-tive. Figure 5.2 presents plots of hypothetial idealised word our-rene entropy urves, in whih words with probabilities of 0.1 lumpthemselves in every tenth, thirtieth and one hundredth doument re-spetively. The urves illustrate that despite the extremely regularpattern of the hypothetial words' ourrene, entropy is still drop-ping at 100,000 repetitions (lumps). The elevated entropies at lowerdoument ounts are for whatever reason more pratially useful inthe LSA task.In the ase that a training set ontains many more douments thanunique words, there might be some utility from a tratability point ofview in squaring the dataset to reate a word o-ourrene matrix,and performing eigen deomposition on this instead, if standard algo-rithms are to be preferred. A dataset ontaining a million doumentsand having a voabulary of 100,000 might be squared to produe a100,000 by 100,000 word o-ourrene matrix whih an then be de-omposed more easily than the original matrix. Douments requiredfor the task an then be mapped into redued-dimensionality spaeusing the eigenvetor set as desribed earlier in the hapter. The as-sumption here is that the sparsity and dimensionality of suh a datamatrix would derease more slowly than the size of the doumentset would inrease. Less signi�ant words ould also be exluded tofurther improve tratability.Whilst hardly an approah to saling LSA, Probabilisti LSA (26))is inreasingly being regarded as an attrative alternative. Based onprobability theory, it applies in many of the same situations. It is notlearly more salable than LSA, but it does have di�erent properties,



88 Chapter 5 GHA for Information Retrievaland so future work might make it potentially preferable in terms oftratability as well as from a theoretial point of view. The prob-lem of establishing semanti relationships between words based on asmaller number of underlying onepts �ts very well into a probabilis-ti framework. The redued dimensionality representation produedin SVD an only loosely be thought of in terms of probabilities, aonsideration that beomes relevant later in this work, as SVD isapplied to n-gram language modelling.5.3 SummaryThis hapter began with an illustration of LSA-variant GHA on a typ-ial LSA-style task, before moving on to onsider GHA, as ontrastedwith LAS2, in terms of omputational omplexity and memory on-sumption. Approahes to inreasing the salability of LSA have alsobeen disussed, sine these may in the future have an impat on therequirements of the task. Previous attempts to apply GHA to LSAinlude Delihere and Memmi's work (15). This work does not fouson salability however, using a very small orpus and a stop list tofurther redue dimensionality. The fat that the LSA task requiresonly the top few hundred singular vetor pairs is ritial for the vi-ability of GHA in this ontext. The fat that later vetor pairs takelonger to onverge upon is a great disadvantage to the algorithm inontexts where more omplete deompositions are required. Memoryissues will be eased by the progress of tehnology. However, salablememory onsumption will always be an advantage, and the prati-al value of an algorithm with minimal memory onsumption an begreat. Future work will inlude an exploration of the performane ofLSA as the orpus size is inreased beyond that traditionally used.



Chapter 6SVD and LanguageModelling
Many tasks within natural language proessing are made easier, orindeed, possible, through being able to refer to an appropriate modelof the language. Deoding a speeh stream into words, for example,without the aid of a language model, would be extremely di�ult be-ause there are too many ways in whih phonemes an be ombined,and the hanes of the orret interpretation being uniquely distin-guishable from the others are small. Interferene in the input, suh asspeaker variation and bakground noise, makes it di�ult to identifythe words that were spoken. Furthermore, the range of possibilities isso large that it would take a long time for a system to work throughthem all. Searhing the entire spae of phoneme ombinations how-ever is not neessary beause only a limited number are meaningfulwithin the language. We an more or less rule out the others, leavingus with a muh redued number.Creating a model of allowable sequenes is a di�ult task. Natu-ral languages are omplex, and so designing a good language modelis hallenging. Approahes fall loosely into two amps; data driven89



90 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modellingand theory-driven. The data driven approah typially uses a sim-ple struture, modelling the target language as a series of n-gramsor n word sequenes, and assigning probabilities to words given thepreeding n-1 based on large numbers of observations from the lan-guage (33) (8). Theory-driven approahes use a more struturedhuman-designed representation of the language, often in the formof a ontext-free grammar, and may or may not use probabilitiesderived from a orpus (33).Smoothing is an ongoing area of researh within n-gram languagemodelling. There is a huge, indeed, in�nite, variety of allowable utter-anes in a natural language. So a given orpus, no matter how huge,annot hope to represent all the things that a person might say, letalone provide representative statistis. For this reason, many thingsa person might say to a speeh reognition system will never havebeen enountered in the orpus. Unseen words and word sequeneswill always ome up. Naively assigning probabilities to n-grams basedon proportion of observations of a word given a partiular n-1 wordhistory will lead to a language model's alloating zero probability tosequenes that were never seen in the orpus, but this is disastrousfor performane. Smoothing, or disounting, desribes the proess ofalloating some probability spae to the unseen ombinations. Forexample, a trivial smoothing tehnique would be to alloate a �xed,small probability to eah possible n word ombination. There arevarious ways of determining an appropriate �xed probability. Other,more advaned tehniques involve de�ning bak-o� shemes to lowerorder n-grams. Chen and Goodman provide an exellent review ofthe state of the art, as well as adding a variant of their own (10).Ultimately, however, it is extremely di�ult to distinguish betweenplausible sequenes that happen not to have ome up in the train-ing orpus, implausible sequenes, and indeed, implausible sequenesthat did ome up in the orpus, for whatever reason.Class n-gram language modelling (8) is akin to smoothing in thatthe approah leverages probabilities from words grouped in someway with the target word to again overome the data sparsity prob-lem. This hapter desribes a proposed tehnique that an looselybe onsidered smoothing, based on singular value deomposition. It



91smooths in the sense that SVD allows the probability distribution tobe desparsi�ed meaningfully, by mapping into a ontinuous redued-dimensionality spae. The approah might also be onsidered a formof lass n-gram language modelling, in that SVD is used to produe aset of superfeatures over whih the probabilities are then alulated.The superfeatures might be thought of as word lasses.N-gram language modelling dominates the state of the art urrently,but it is arguably lose to its limit in terms of performane. It is easierto see how the theory-driven approah, in the form of, for example,ontext-free language models, might be improved and ome to besuperior (45). Comparison of the two approahes suggests that therelative merits of eah approah depend on the task being performed(30). There is also muh potential to ombine the two approahes,to leverage the strengths of eah (23) (20) (21). Grammar-basedlanguage modelling is somewhat of a younger siene. Not produingthe better large-sale results, it has attrated less attention. However,work suh as Rayner et al 's (42) begins to explore the qualities ofa good grammar-based language model. Grammar-based languagemodels an also be amenable to irumstanes where �exible overageis required (44) (43).The hapter falls into three parts. In the �rst, the behaviour of singu-lar value deomposition in modelling word n-grams is qualitatively ex-amined. The seond part introdues the SVD-based language model,or SVDLM, in whih an n-gram language model is deomposed usingSVD and redued in dimensionality. The impat of dimensionalityredution on the performane of the language model is investigated.The third part interpolates the SVDLM with a standard single ordern-gram language model, that is to say, one omprising only one orderof n-gram, with no bak-o� to lower orders inluded. Performane isinvestigated.



92 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modelling6.1 Modelling Letter and WordCo-OurreneThe task of relating linguisti bigrams to eah other, as mentionedearlier, is an example of a task appropriate to singular value deom-position, in that the data are paired. Eah item is in a di�erent spaeto the other. Consider word bigrams, for example. First word spaeis in a non-symmetrial relationship to seond word spae. Wordsappearing after word a are very di�erent to words appearing beforeit. So a matrix ontaining word ounts, in whih eah unique �rstword forms a row and eah unique seond word forms a olumn, willnot be a square symmetrial matrix. The value at row a, olumnb, will not be the same as the value at row b olumn a, exept byoinidene.The signi�ane of performing dimensionality redution on word bi-grams ould be thought of as follows. Language learly adheres to agreat extent to a rule system whih governs the ourrene of the indi-vidual instanes that form its surfae manifestation. We might hopethat it would be possible to disern from word bigrams something ofthe nature of the rules. In performing dimensionality redution onword bigram data, we fore the data to desribe themselves througha more impoverished form than via the olletion of instanes thatform the training orpus. The hope is that the resulting simpli�eddesription will be a generalised system that applies even to instanesnot enountered at training time.Letter bigrams provide a useful ontrasting illustration in this on-text. An input dimensionality of 26 allows the result to be more easilyvisualised. Pratial appliations might inlude automati handwrit-ing reognition, where a letter-level model of the language would beappropriate. Setion 6.1.1 disusses results on the word bigram taskand setion 6.1.2 disusses results on the letter bigram task. All re-sults were alulated using the non-sparse Asymmetri GeneralisedHebbian Algorithm, although other algorithms would have served thepurpose equally well.



6.1 Modelling Letter and Word Co-Ourrene 936.1.1 Word Bigram Task�Gone with the Wind� was presented to the algorithm as word bi-grams. Eah word was mapped to a vetor ontaining all zeros butfor a one in the slot orresponding to the unique word index assignedto that word. This had the e�et of making input to the algorithma normalised vetor, and of making word vetors orthogonal to eahother. The singular vetor pair's reahing a ombined Eulidean mag-nitude of 2000 was given as the riterion for beginning to train thenext vetor pair. As disussed earlier, length forms a reasonableheuristi for deiding if vetors are settled enough to begin trainingthe next pair. 2000 was hosen ad ho based on observation of thebehaviour of the algorithm during training.In order to qualitatively examine the behaviour of singular value de-omposition on word bigram data, the two strongest singular vetorpairs are presented here, that is to say, the two singular vetor pairswith the highest singular values. Note that these vetor pairs formonly a tiny fration of the omplete desription of bigram behaviour,being just two of thousands. They are however interesting, in thatthey are the greatest. The vetors are presented in the form of alist of the words whose vetors the singular vetors most stronglyresemble. Dot produts with these word vetors are also given. Inthis way, we an think of the singular vetors in terms of the wordsthey are most similar to. Table 6.1 shows the words with highestdot produts with the top two vetor pairs. It says that in this ve-tor pair, the normalised left hand vetor projeted by 0.513 onto thevetor for the word �of� (or in other words, these vetors have a dotprodut of 0.513.) The normalised right hand vetor has a projetionof 0.876 onto the word �the� et. This �rst table shows a left sidedominated by prepositions, with a right side in whih �the� is by farthe most important word, but whih also ontains many pronouns.The fat that the �rst singular vetor pair is e�etively about �the�(the right hand side points far more in the diretion of �the� thanany other word) re�ets its status as the most ommon word in theEnglish language. What this result is saying is that were we to be al-lowed only one feature with whih to desribe word English bigrams,



94 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modellinga feature desribing words appearing before �the� and words behav-ing similarly to �the� would be the best we ould hoose. Other veryommon words in English are also prominent in this feature.Table 6.1: Top words in 1st singular vetor pairVetor 1, Eigenvalue 0.00938of 0.5125468 the 0.8755944in 0.49723375 her 0.28781646and 0.39370865 a 0.23318098to 0.2748983 his 0.14336193on 0.21759394 she 0.1128443at 0.17932475 it 0.06529821for 0.16905183 he 0.063333265with 0.16042696 you 0.058997907from 0.13463423 their 0.05517004Table 6.2 puts �she�, �he� and �it� at the top on the left, and fourommon verbs on the right, indiating a pronoun-verb pattern as theseond most dominant feature in the orpus.Table 6.2: Top words in 2nd singular vetor pairVetor 2, Eigenvalue 0.00427she 0.6633538 was 0.58067155he 0.38005337 had 0.50169927it 0.30800354 ould 0.2315106and 0.18958427 would 0.175892796.1.2 Letter Bigram TaskRunning the algorithm on letter bigrams illustrates di�erent prop-erties. Beause there are only 26 letters in the English alphabet, it
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eFigure 6.1: Third Singular Vetor Pair on Letter Bigram Taskis meaningful to examine the entire singular vetor pair. Figure 6.11shows the third singular vetor pair derived by running the algorithmon letter bigrams. The y axis gives the projetion of the vetor forthe given letter onto the singular vetor. The left singular vetoris given on the left, and the right on the right, that is to say, thevetor referring to the �rst letter in the letter bigram is on the leftand the vetor referring to the seond is on the right. The �rst twosingular vetor pairs are dominated by letter frequeny e�ets, andare therefore of less interest, but the third is interesting beause itlearly shows that the method has identi�ed vowels. It means thatthe third most useful feature for determining the likelihood of lettera following letter b is whether letter a is a vowel. If letter a is avowel, letter b is less likely to be (vowels dominate the negative endof the right singular vetor). (Later features ould introdue subaseswhere a partiular vowel is likely to follow another partiular vowel,but this result suggests that the most dominant ase is that this doesnot happen.) Interestingly, the letter 'h' also appears at the negativeend of the right singular vetor, suggesting that 'h' for the most partdoes not follow a vowel in English. Items near zero ('k', 'z' et.) arenot strongly represented in this singular vetor pair. It tells us little1Thanks to Brandyn Webb for produing the letter bigram deomposition and�gure.



96 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modellingabout them.These results are interesting in illustrating that singular value de-omposition an produe intuitive generalisations about bigram data,both at the word and letter level, and provide us with a high-levelunderstanding of the behaviour of the method in this ontext. Wenow go on to investigate the pratial value of applying singular valuedeomposition to linguisti n-grams.6.2 SVD-Based Language ModellingThis setion presents an approah to n-gram language modellingbased on singular value deomposition. The approah desribed here�lls in some missing probabilities intelligently, the theory being thatmany of the zero probabilities in an n-gram language model are a re-sult of over�tting in the training data. However, a simple smoothingonstant is also inluded to ensure that absolutely no zero probabili-ties remain. This setion presents work in developing this approah.Again, the LAS2 algorithm, as implemented in SVDLIBC (1), is on-trasted with the GHA-based algorithm.Constraints presented in earlier hapters regarding omplexity of sin-gular value deomposition algorithms on LSA-style tasks apply equallywell in the ontext of n-gram language model smoothing. The largedimensionalities of language data are if anything more of a problem inthe n-gram task. Data takes the form of word/history pairs presentedas vetors, meaning that the dimensionality of the word spae is thevoabulary of the dataset and the dimensionality of the history spaeis muh higher, assuming n greater than 2. Large language modellingtasks may have voabularies around 100,000, and two-word historiesnumbering around 500,000 to 1,000,000.The next setion presents data aquired from running sparse AGHAon a trigram orpus of 1 million words. Setion 6.2.2 uses two smallerorpora.



6.2 SVD-Based Language Modelling 976.2.1 Large Corpus N-Gram Language Modellingusing Sparse AGHASparse AGHA was used to deompose a large trigram dataset withthe intention of exploring the value of singular value deompositionin smoothing a large n-gram language model, and the utility of sparseAGHA in performing the task. This setion desribes the work. First,the method will be outlined, and then the results.MethodThe orpus used for this part of the work omprised �ve newsgroupsfrom the newsgroups orpus (11). The douments were prepared bystripping o� the headers before turning them into trigrams in theform of word/history index pairs. Two-word histories were alloatedan index from the spae of all histories that ame up. (They werenot alloated indies from the spae of all possible two-word histo-ries, whih would have been an extremely large spae.) Trigramsdid not ross sentene boundaries, and sentene boundaries were notinluded in the training data. Sentene-�nal puntuation was usedto detet sentene boundaries; full stop, question mark and exla-mation mark. All other puntuation was stripped o� aside from theinverted omma, and words were lower-ased. This rough and readypreproessing no doubt made a few errors. The nature of the orpusis suh that some non-linguisti data suh as people's signatures willhave raised perplexity somewhat. However, the point of the work isnot to produe low perplexities in absolute terms but to demonstrateperplexity redutions, so a very high quality orpus was not onsid-ered a priority. A total of 1,283,016 trigrams were thus produed, ofwhih 1,154,715 remained after a test orpus had been seleted. Thetest orpus was formed from evenly distributed observations fromthroughout the orpus.Trigram probabilities were alulated as the ell value of the matrixreonstruted from varying numbers of singular vetor pairs (varying



98 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modellingks). Negative values were stripped o� and a small smoothing onstantwas added. The smoothing onstant needs to be very small beauseell values onstruted with tens or hundreds of singular values whenthe rank of the matrix is more likely to be many thousand are verysmall, and a higher smoothing value would swamp the data. Likewisethe smoothing onstant used here would be inadequate for a languagemodel onstruted from the omplete data matrix.The neessity of removing negative ell values ould have been avoidedby using non-negative eigen deomposition, but it was felt that theassumption that linguisti n-gram phenomena an be usefully a-ounted for as an additive ombination of non-negative fators wouldnot be appropriate. The question remains whether n-gram phenom-ena an be aounted for as an additive ombination of fators bothpositive and negative, but this seems less of a streth.Perplexity is used here as a measure of the quality of a languagemodel. Perplexity provides a measure of the extent to whih ourmodel makes a test set preditable to us. A low perplexity signi-�es that the model is appropriate to the test set, and is thereforedesirable.Results and DisussionA total of 180 singular triplets were produed over a period of 46hours on a Sun Fire v440 using a 1MHz UltraSPARC-IIIi CPU, 8GBof RAM and running SunOS 5.9. k is traditionally used to desribethe number of singular vetor pairs used. The greatest of the singularvetor pairs (those with the highest singular values) are assumed tobe retained. Language models were produed for all ks up to 180.Smoothing onstants were hosen heuristially. Several were tried inorder to �nd the most e�etive. As expeted, appropriate smoothingonstants are small, sine suh small ks mean that most of the datais disarded. Figure 6.2 shows perplexity against k for three smooth-ing onstants. The smoothing onstants shown here were hosen be-ause they demonstrate a likely optimum, sine both lower and higher
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Figure 6.2: Perplexity Against k for a 1 Million Word Trigram Corpussmoothing onstants appear to result in poorer perplexities over therange shown. Optimal smoothing onstant varies with k, introduinga further ompliation.At k=180, the perplexity urves are ontinuing to drop. Furthermore,a baseline �gure was prepared using the omplete dataset (equivalentto k equals the rank of the matrix: all singular triplets are inluded)and a heuristially-derived smoothing onstant (to reate as loseto fair onditions as possible for a omparison) and a perplexity of373 was arrived at (smoothing onstant of 5 x 10−5), whih is farlower than the approximately 1000 reahed at k=180. This suggeststhat the perplexity urve ontinues to drop as k inreases, and sineperplexity is dereasing only slowly at k=180, the impliation is thatan optimal k would be muh higher than 180.The hope would be that at the optimal k, the result would be betterthan the baseline. In other words, were the graph ontinued suhthat k approahes the rank of the matrix, the resulting perplexityurve would be U-shaped. This experiment however has failed to



100 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modellingshow this. After several days of running the algorithm, results showthat many more singular vetor pairs are required. Sine later vetorpairs take longer to produe, it was felt that it was not feasible toprodue su�ient singular vetor pairs for the task, on a dataset ofthis size, using sparse AGHA in its urrent form. An attempt toperform the same task using SVDLIBC failed to produe any datawhatsoever due to memory onstraints.6.2.2 Small Corpus N-Gram Language Modellingusing LAS2Experiments with a orpus of 1 million trigrams failed to demonstratethat the SVD-based language model an improve on the baselinetrigram onstant-smoothed language model. This setion thereforeuses smaller orpora, suh as an be proessed by SVDLIBC withoutproblemati RAM requirements, to produe more omplete deom-positions.MethodTwo orpora were prepared. The �rst omprised trigrams in the Athe-ism setion of the 20 Newsgroups orpus (11) and ontained around233,000 training examples. The seond omprised bigrams in a sam-ple of 100 atheism douments. The LAS2 algorithm was used toprodue 2000 singular triplets on the larger of the two and 600 singu-lar triplets on the seond. Perplexity urves for eah deompositionwere then alulated for all ks up to the total available and with avariety of smoothing onstants.
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Figure 6.3: Perplexity Against k for 230,000 Word Trigram Corpus

Figure 6.4: Perplexity Against k for 20,000 Word Bigram Corpus



102 Chapter 6 SVD and Language ModellingResults and DisussionResults again show perplexities failing to fall below the baseline withthe best of the smoothing onstants. For the larger orpus, the base-line is 397, produed using a smoothing onstant of 0.0001, and forthe smaller, 464 using a smoothing onstant of 0.005. (The smallerorpus presumably produes a higher perplexity beause it is a bi-gram orpus.)6.3 Interpolating SVDLM with StandardN-gramExamination of the qualitative behaviour of SVD on toy bigram setslead to the following observation: whilst ks lower than the rank of thematrix result in meaningful �ll-in, they also lead to removal of valuesfor less signi�ant bigrams. In other words, lowering k both reatesand deletes information. Some method of allowing the added infor-mation in the redued dimensionality language model to be utilisedwithout inurring the ost of the information loss would potentiallybe advantageous. For this reason, two methods are proposed by whihthe SVD-based language model an be ombined with a single-ordern-gram language model suh as to retain the advantages of eah.6.3.1 MethodThe SVD-based language models referred to in the previous setionwere interpolated with standard n-grams and performane evaluated.Linear interpolation involves reating a language model with prob-abilities derived as a weighted sum of the language models beingombined. In our ase,
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(6.2)where δ is the smoothing onstant and V is the voabulary. In otherwords, δ is added to every ount, and the denominator is thereforeinreased by δ|V | so that the probabilities sum to 1. Language mod-els were onstruted for varying ks and ombined in varying balaneswith the appropriate n-gram, that is to say, if the SVDLM is a bigramlanguage model, then it was interpolated with the orresponding bi-gram SLM. If the SVDLM is a trigram language model, then it wasinterpolated with a trigram SLM.Additionally, a di�erent method of ombining the two language mod-els was tested. This method involved weighting the two languagemodels and then using the highest probability in eah ase. Prati-ally speaking, this equates to using the SVDLM to ��ll in blanks�in the SLM, but not alter existing probabilities. This approah wasdesigned following the observation that the useful information in theSVDLM is often the blank ell values it populates.
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104 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modelling
max(x, y) signi�es the greater of the quantities x and y. Note thatalulating the denominator involves performing the max funtionfor every single word following the urrent n − 1 word history andsumming the total. This is a rather expensive operation omparedto alulation of the denominator in linear interpolation. For onve-niene, this method will be referred to as the �max� method. Linearinterpolation will be referred to as the �add� method.6.3.2 Small Bigram CorpusThis setion presents an investigation of the language model ombina-tion methods desribed above on the 20,000 bigram orpus. Resultson the small orpus are quik to obtain, and provide a guide for in-vestigations on larger orpora. In the following tables, �Wg� is theweight assigned to the SVDLM, as a way of varying the balane be-tween the SVDLM and the n-gram LM. �SC� is smoothing onstant,�N-Gram Perp� is the perplexity of the n-gram language model alone,and provides the baseline, and �Comb Perp� is the perplexity of theombined language model. The SVDLM was reated using a singularvalue deomposition produed using SVDLIBC.Table 6.3: �Max� method for varying ks on the 20,000 bigram orpus.k Wg SC N-Gram Perp Comb Perp100 0.5 0.005 4.647e+02 4.539e+0250 0.5 0.005 4.647e+02 4.149e+0225 0.5 0.005 4.647e+02 3.946e+0210 0.5 0.005 4.647e+02 3.787e+025 0.5 0.005 4.647e+02 3.863e+02Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.7 and 6.6 present results on the 20,000 bigramorpus. Results are generally positive. Perplexity redutions in theregion of 20% appear to be obtainable by ombining an SVDLM witha regular n-gram LM. Linear interpolation appears to be superior tothe �max� method. Interestingly, the optimal k is remarkably low.This is onvenient from the point of view of the omputation required



6.3 Interpolating SVDLM with Standard N-gram 105Table 6.4: �Max� method for varying SVDLM weights on the 20,000bigram orpus.k Wg SC N-Gram Perp Comb Perp10 1 0.005 4.647e+02 3.782e+0210 0.7 0.005 4.647e+02 3.770e+0210 0.5 0.005 4.647e+02 3.787e+02Table 6.5: �Max� method for varying smoothing onstants on the20,000 bigram orpus.k Wg SC N-Gram Per Comb Perp50 1 0.05 6.349e+02 6.153e+0250 1 0.005 4.647e+02 4.149e+0250 1 0.0005 6.150e+02 4.534e+02to alulate a su�ieny of singular vetors. The approximate pre-ferred smoothing onstants established in the previous setion remainappropriate here. Equal weighting to eah language model seems tobe optimal. The approah used here of tuning one parameter whilstthe others remain onstant does have the potential to miss superioron�gurations where parameters interat. We saw previously that
k interats with the smoothing onstant. However, k spans smallranges here, and it seemed unlikely that there would be any otherinterations, so the pratiality of the approah won out over therisk.6.3.3 Medium-Sized Trigram CorpusResults in the previous setion indiate that low ks are optimal, andthat linear interpolation is the preferred method of ombining thelanguage models. They also suggest that an equal balane betweenSVDLM and n-gram LM is to be preferred. Therefore, investigationson the medium-sized orpus have been streamlined based on theseindiators. Varying k allows us to see whether a di�erent k is optimal



106 Chapter 6 SVD and Language ModellingTable 6.6: �Add� method for varying ks on the 20,000 bigram orpus.k Wg SC N-Gram Perp Comb Perp25 1 0.005 4.647e+02 3.892e+0210 1 0.005 4.647e+02 3.695e+025 1 0.005 4.647e+02 3.788e+02Table 6.7: �Add� method for varying SVDLM weights on the 20,000bigram orpus.k Wg SC N-Gram Perp Comb Perp10 1 0.005 4.647e+02 3.695e+0210 0.7 0.005 4.647e+02 3.706e+02on a larger dataset. Following from observations in the previoussetion, the smoothing onstant used is that whih was established tobe optimal for this orpus earlier. Again, LAS2 was used to produethe singular value deomposition. A very positive 30% perplexityimprovement on the baseline is demonstrated, see table 6.8.Table 6.8: �Add� method for varying ks on the 200,000 trigram orpus.k Wg SC N-Gram Perp Comb Perp100 1 0.0005 4.057e+02 3.196e+0250 1 0.0005 4.057e+02 3.009e+0225 1 0.0005 4.057e+02 2.835e+0210 1 0.0005 4.057e+02 2.899e+026.3.4 Improving TratabilitySaling the method to a full-sized orpus requires some modi�ation.Consider that even the 20,000 bigram SVDLM onstruted from 10singular triplets shown to be optimal for that orpus earlier ontainsover a million non-zero values, and that the implied matrix of the 1million trigram orpus is over ten million times the size of the implied



6.3 Interpolating SVDLM with Standard N-gram 107matrix of the 20,000 bigram orpus. We an antiipate trouble.In the results presented above, a small positive uto� value on ellvalue (SVD-smoothed n-gram ount) is used to eliminate ell valuesthat might better be onsidered inaurate zeros. Reall that �prob-abilities� are reated from SVD redued dimensionality ell valuesby disarding the negative ell values and normalising the rows. Inextending our de�nition of negative slightly above zero we reduethe size of the language model by exluding a large number of prob-ably meaningless small values. An obvious approah to improvingtratability is inreasing this value. Note that in the results pre-sented above, the uto� used is 1 x 10−6. This data is repeated intable 6.10 as the result of the smallest uto�. As previously, resultson the smallest orpus, whih are quik to obtain, were used to guideexperimentation on the larger orpus.Table 6.9: Performane of �Add� Language Models on the 20,000Bigram Corpus for Varying Minimum SVDLM Cell Valuesk Wg SC Cuto� Cell Vals N-Gram Perp Comb Perp10 1 0.005 0.00001 1096819 4.647e+02 3.695e+0210 1 0.005 0.0001 830625 4.647e+02 3.695e+0210 1 0.005 0.001 461039 4.647e+02 3.692e+0210 1 0.005 0.01 139575 4.647e+02 3.713e+0210 1 0.005 0.05 37872 4.647e+02 3.879e+0210 1 0.005 0.1 20374 4.647e+02 4.098e+02Table 6.10: Performane of �Add� Language Models on the 200,000Trigram Corpus for Varying Minimum SVDLM Cell Valuesk Wg SC Cuto� Size N-Gram Perp Comb Perp25 1 0.0005 0.000001 697MB 4.057e+02 2.835e+0225 1 0.0005 0.001 88MB 4.057e+02 2.855e+0225 1 0.0005 0.01 16MB 4.057e+02 3.044e+02The �ell values� olumn in table 6.9 gives the number of non-zeroprobabilities remaining in the SVDLM with various minimum proba-bilities. Note however that the SVDLMs used here lak probabilities



108 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modellingfor word histories that do not appear in the test orpus. Experimen-tation was sped up by tailoring the language model to the test orpusin this way. Results of ourse were una�eted. Atual numbers ofnon-zero ell values would be muh higher, and these numbers shouldonly be taken as a guide to the redution of the size of the SVDLMsrather than as being of absolute value. In table 6.10 the size of theSVDLM is given instead. These SVDLMs also lak probabilities forhistories that do not appear in the test orpus, and furthermore, weresaved to disk as text, whih is suboptimal. In short, they too are ofvalue only inasmuh as they indiate a size redution.As an be seen, SVDLMs ope well with relatively high probabilityuto�s. For the smaller orpus, the language model an be reduedto 40% of the size of the version with the lowest uto� without anyredution in performane. Inreasing the uto� to 0.01 has negligibleimpat on perplexity and allows the language model to be reduedto 13% of its original size. For the 200,000 trigram orpus, the uto�an be set to 0.001 with a small inrease in perplexity. A uto� of0.01 leads to a notable inrease in perplexity. That the LM with thelarger voabulary should require a lower uto� follows from the fatthat with more words that might follow a given word history, all theprobabilities should be a little depressed, and so lower probabilitiesare signi�ant.Note that the LM size redutions suggested here are probably some-what onservative given that the test orpus will ontain more of thefrequent word histories and fewer of the infrequent ones. This meansthat the LMs onstruted based on the test orpus will tend to lakrows that did not ontain many values anyway.Investigation of the magnitudes of the ell values in the SVDLM givesus an idea of the sale of the data we are able to disard without ill-e�et. Figure 6.5 is a histogram of unnormalised ell values. Thex-axis is log-saled. Reall that we were able to disard values below0.01 with minimal impat on performane. This, as was suggestedearlier, is exluding the lear majority of the values. The ell valueshere are unnormalised. To produe �probabilities�, they eah need tobe divided by the row magnitude. Figure 6.6 shows row magnitudes
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Figure 6.5: Cell Magnitudes on the 20,000 Bigram SVDLMfor the 20,000 bigram orpus, and �gure 6.7 shows normalised ellvalues (�probabilities�). Normalised all values, being the values thatare then used in the atual language model, are potentially of moreinterest. The uto�, however, is imposed pre-normalisation. Thedeision to impose the uto� before normalising was taken to makethe proess more e�ient: fewer values then need to be normalised.This may have impated on performane somewhat, as it means thatit is not neessarily the values that would have been smallest in theeventual language model that are exluded.Figure 6.8 supports the result produed on the small orpus with ahistogram that again shows an optimal uto� exluding the majorityof the information in the language model. (A uto� of 0.001 hadminimal ill-e�et on performane.) The trends suggested by the twohistograms are toward lowered ell values with larger orpora/greaterdimensionalities and ell values that inrease as k inreases. Thesuggestion is that a lower uto� would be required for a larger orpus.The histogram of ell values on the 1 million word trigram orpusshows muh redued ell values relative to the smaller orpora, and
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Figure 6.6: Row Magnitudes on the 20,000 Bigram SVDLM

Figure 6.7: Normalised Cell Magnitudes on the 20,000 BigramSVDLM
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Figure 6.8: Cell Magnitudes on the 200,000 Trigram SVDLMa uto� in the region of 1 x 10−12 seems like it would be appropriate,erring perhaps a little on the autious side. Note in examining this�gure that higher ks have been used here sine earlier work suggestedthat a higher optimal k might apply to the largest orpus.6.3.5 Large Trigram CorpusResults on the 1 million trigram orpus initially seemed disappoint-ing. Perplexity redutions virtually disappeared. Observation of thedistribution of probabilities in the SVDLM (Figure 6.10) shows how-ever that the probabilities in the SVDLM of the large orpus are verysmall indeed, muh smaller than the 200,000 trigram orpus SVDLMeven bearing in mind the dimensionality inrease. To a greater ex-tent, the data in the SVDLM seems like it might be being swampedby the smoothing onstant, and indeed, the seond line of Table 6.11supports this. Dropping the smoothing onstant inreases the dis-repany between the ombined model and the baseline. However,
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Figure 6.9: Cell Magnitudes on the 1,000,000 Trigram SVDLMsine this result is produed at the expense of absolute performane,it is of little pratial use.The observation that the SVDLM might be being swamped by theother data suggests potential bene�ts in inreasing the weighting onthe SVDLM past 1. Weighting the SVDLM more highly than then-gram is not an option previously onsidered in muh detail sineinitial observations showed it to be of little bene�t on the smallerorpora. However, a very small bene�t to a small inrease past 1 onthe medium-sized orpus does perhaps suggest a trend toward higheroptimal weights on the SVDLM as orpus size inreases. The SVDLMmost likely has a far more uniform probability set for eah n-1 wordhistory in omparison to the regular n-gram, and its value ought tolie both in dereasing inappropriately high n-gram probabilities andin raising inappropriately low ones. The most likely situation is thatprobabilities are zero in the n-gram and some very small value inthe SVDLM. In this ase, the value of the SVDLM in raising theinappropriately low zero value is largely lost sine the smoothingonstant does this anyway. However, it does so indisriminately. The



6.3 Interpolating SVDLM with Standard N-gram 113Table 6.11: Varying the Weight of the SVDLMk Wg SC Cuto� N-Gram Perp Comb Perp25 1 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 3.730e+0225 1 0.5e-7 1.00e-12 1.284e+03 1.184e+0325 2 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 3.729e+0225 10 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 3.721e+0225 100 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 3.664e+0225 1000 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 3.443e+0225 10,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 2.981e+0225 100,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 2.422e+0225 1,000,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 2.188e+0225 10,000,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-12 3.731e+02 2.741e+02di�erene between zero probabilities that the SVDLM does not see�t to raise and those that it does beomes overly small. This mightbe remedied by up-weighting the SVDLM.Indeed, this variation produes the perplexity improvement of 42%on the baseline more akin to (in fat, superior to) the result thatexperimentation with smaller orpora led us to expet. The optimalweighting for the SVDLM is an astonishing 1,000,000, made perhapsless perplexing by the observation that the probabilities in questionare very tiny indeed. Where the n-gram model has a small numberof larger probabilities, the SVDLM has a large number of tiny ones,and whilst its raison d'être is this very reation of probabilities wherepreviously there weren't any, it does mean that it has a level of sub-tlety that needs to be onsidered in order to make the best use ofit.Again, there is muh utility in raising the small ell value uto�. In-reasing the uto� to 1 x 10−11 approximately halves the languagemodel in size ompared to the model reated using a uto� of 1 x
10−12 whilst impating negligibly on performane, see Table 6.12.With regards to k, 25 seems in fat to be a little generous, see Ta-ble 6.13, in whih k varies, and the higher uto� is used for e�ieny.These language models onsumed around 3GB saved in a sparse bi-
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Figure 6.10: Normalised Cell Magnitudes on the 1,000,000 TrigramSVDLMnary format, though again, the language models ontained only prob-abilities for word histories ontained in the test orpus. Full languagemodels might be in the region of 6GB: although these slimmed-downlanguage models ontain only one �fth of the total number of wordhistories (71,000 of 355,000) they ontain all the populous ones. Tosummarise, the greatest perplexity redution demonstrated on the 1million word trigram orpus through interpolation of an SVDLM witha baseline trigram smoothed with a heuristially-hosen onstant isfrom 373 to 210, a redution of 44%.Table 6.12: Varying the Weight of the SVDLM with Higher MinimumCell Value Cuto�k Wg SC Cuto� N-Gram Perp Comb Perp25 100,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-11 3.731e+02 2.422e+0225 1,000,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-11 3.731e+02 2.192e+0225 10,000,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-11 3.731e+02 2.788e+02



6.4 Summary 115Table 6.13: Varying Kk Wg SC Cuto� N-Gram Perp Comb Perp10 1,000,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-11 3.731e+02 2.102e+0215 1,000,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-11 3.731e+02 2.101e+0220 1,000,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-11 3.731e+02 2.174e+0225 1,000,000 0.5e-4 1.00e-11 3.731e+02 2.192e+026.4 SummaryThe value of SVD in n-gram language modelling has been the subjetof investigation in this hapter, along with the utility of AsymmetrialGHA, or more spei�ally, sparse Asymmetrial GHA, in performingSVD in this ontext. Qualitatively, SVD is shown to produe intu-itive and interesting generalisations about the relationships betweenword and letter bigrams. SVD-based dimensionality redution wasnot shown to produe improvements with regards perplexity in n-gram language models formed from small, medium-sized and large(around 1 million trigram) orpora. However, interpolating thesedimensionality-redued n-grams with regular n-grams did produeperplexity redutions of over 40%. The optimal dimensionality of themodels to be interpolated is low (around 10 to 15).Sparse AGHA was used for the largest of the singular value deompo-sitions; that of the 1 million word trigram orpus. The fat that theSVDLMs used for interpolation have optimally a low dimensionalityinreases the desirability of sparse AGHA in this ontext, sine theapproah produes singular vetor pairs starting with the largest, andsine time taken to produe the vetors is the main disadvantage tothe approah. In any ase, the approah was shown to ope well withthe high dimensionality of the dataset, produing the required num-ber of vetors in around ten minutes. The sparse approah reduesthe ost of further inreasing dimensionality ompared to non-sparsevariants.The omparable performane of SVD-based LMs over a variety of



116 Chapter 6 SVD and Language Modellingorpus sizes suggests its appliability in a range of di�erent irum-stanes. It might be of bene�t in large domain-independent languagemodels prepared using a very large amount of training data. It mightalso be of bene�t in improving small-domain stohasti languagemodels suh as those used in topi-spei� dialogue systems. Thedata might equally well be inorporated into a probabilisti ontext-free grammar suh as is often used in dialogue systems, possibly allow-ing a small training orpus to be better leveraged. The performaneof the approah under these irumstanes remains to be investigated.The absolute value of the language modelling result depends on itsextensibility to bak-o� language models. Unless an improvement onthe state of the art, at least in some irumstanes, an be demon-strated, the work is of less value. Initial attempts to interpolateSVDLM as de�ned here with a bak-o� model met with little suess.The SVDLM makes use of ounts of only one order, and therefore haslittle to o�er to a language model built on multiple order ounts. It isusing less information. Interpolating SVDLM with a bak-o� modeltherefore redued performane in omparison to the bak-o� modelalone, though, promisingly, not by very muh. A fair test would in-volve inorporation of multiple order SVDLMs. Formalisation anddemonstration of this �bak-o� SVDLM� is an ongoing projet. Abak-o� trigram model smoothed with Good Turing disounting pro-dues a perplexity of 141 on the 1 million trigram orpus, whih issigni�antly lower than the best of the results presented here (210).It is this �gure that would form the baseline for the bak-o� SVDLMwork.Similar work inludes LSA-based language modelling (55) (3) (12),in whih LSA is utilised to inlude long-span semanti dependeniesin language models. The approah is similar in that it uses singu-lar value deomposition to inlude information from a redued di-mensionality representation. The di�erene is that in working withlonger, unordered spans, the information it aesses is semanti. Theapproah demonstrated here, using SVD at the n-gram level, aessesinstead immediate, often syntati relationships.Probabilisti LSA has also been used in language modelling (35) (17).



6.4 Summary 117In an approah with parallels to LSA-based language modelling de-sribed above, bene�ts are demonstrated in using PLSA to inludelong-span semanti dependenies. As disussed in the previous hap-ter, PLSA shows a number of bene�ts over traditional LSA in terms ofits appropriateness to probability-oriented tasks and its performane.For example, in the work presented here, a potential ritiism lies inthe validity of treating the redued dimensionality SVD represen-tation as a probability distribution, given the possible presene ofnegative values et. This makes PLSA very interesting with regardsto future development of the work.Distributional Clustering (40) is another related tehnique. It usesdistribution patterns to form word lusters whih might then be usedin lass-based language modelling. In targeting short-span syntatirelations, it is similar to the work desribed in this hapter, whereother tehniques mentioned in this setion have often aimed to ap-ture long-span semanti dependenies. Implementationally, however,it is quite di�erent. It would be interesting to look more losely atthe di�erenes between the two approahes. Aggregate and mixed-order models (48) probabilistially map words to lasses in a mannersimilar to PLSA (indeed, both approahes use expetation maximi-sation to disover the lasses). This allows intermediates between forexample unigram and bigram models to be reated. This is shownto be of bene�t. The sharp drop-o� in information ontent betweenorders is a plae in whih valuable information is lost, and the ap-proah leverages this information. The approah again is similar tothat desribed here, in that it uses distributional word groupings toimprove language model performane at the n-gram level.An evaluation of the relative merits of eah approah mentioned heremight be interesting, as would an investigation into the utility ofombining for example long and short span approahes in similarparadigms. Lookup speed has not been formally investigated here,suh as to verify the pratiality of the SVDLM in a run-time system.The SVD-based language model is muh larger than the single orderor even bak-o� models that are standard. Performane gains wouldneed to be su�ient to justify the size inrease.
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Chapter 7Conlusion
This hapter onludes the thesis with a disussion of the work pre-sented. We begin with a detailed hapter-by-hapter overview. Theontributions the thesis has made are then outlined in a separatesetion for larity. A high level disussion follows.7.1 Detailed OverviewIn the introdution we disussed the rationale behind vetor spaemodels and dimensionality redution methods in terms of ability tomodel the data. We talked about the limitations of methods thatmodel the data based on the assumption that observations are ex-pliable as a weighted sum of fators, given that the real world of-ten doesn't work this way. As well as larifying the advantages tosuh approahes, the existene of alternatives was mentioned. Eigendeomposition was brie�y introdued, however, as the fous of thisthesis. The Generalized Hebbian Algorithm was introdued, whih isan algorithm that grew out of the arti�ial neural network paradigm,and allows the eigen deomposition of a dataset to be derived using119



120 Chapter 7 Conlusiona minimal memory footprint. This is an advantage of great relevanegiven that the single greatest limiting fator of the size of the datasetthat an be deomposed using traditional methods is RAM, and thatwithin the language proessing domain, datasets are large.Chapter 2 introdued eigen deomposition, and its asymmetri oun-terpart, singular value deomposition. Latent Semanti Analysis wasintrodued in this hapter, being the best-known appliation of SVDin natural language proessing.Chapter 3 introdued the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm. GHA asan approah to inremental eigen deomposition was disussed in theontext of other inremental approahes. The performane of GHAas a method of performing eigen deomposition was disussed.Chapter 4 presented work in extending GHA to a range of di�er-ent irumstanes. Extending GHA to LSA, suh that streamed un-bounded datasets an be proessed, involved inorporating a ommonweighting sheme into the algorithm. Random Indexing was disussedas a way of �xing dimensionality in the ase that voabulary inreasesduring use, and as a way of reduing vetor dimensionality to improvetratability. GHA was then extended to asymmetrial (paired) datain the form of Asymmetrial GHA (AGHA). Sparse vetor optimisedversions of GHA and AGHA were presented. Implementation issueswere disussed.Chapter 5 disussed the appliation of GHA to LSA-style tasks. Theperformane of weighting methods as dataset size inreases was on-sidered. GHA as an alternative to more standard approahes wasdisussed and found to be a desirable option where datasets are large.Other approahes to making LSA appliable to larger datasets werealso mentioned.Chapter 6 disussed the appliation of SVD to language modellingat the n-gram level, and the utility of AGHA for performing the de-omposition. Construting n-gram language models from redueddimensionality singular value deompositions in itself was not foundto produe good results. However, linear interpolation of SVD-based



7.2 Summary of Contributions 121n-gram language models with single order n-gram models produedimpressive perplexity redutions. The required number of dimen-sions was remarkably low. Produing results for real-sized datasetsrequired some work on tratability. This was presented. The 1 milliontrigram dataset used here is admittedly small by modern standardsbut allowed the extensibility of the approah to high dimensionaldata to be demonstrated. Sparse AGHA was used to produe theresults on the large orpus, and it was shown that the size of thelanguage model an be redued to a fration of its original size withminimal impat if any on performane. Appliation of the approahin the ontext of bak-o� language models, vital to its interest andusefulness, was disussed as future work.7.2 Summary of ContributionsPresented in this work are original algorithms allowing the extensionof the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm to paired data (for example,n-gram data) (22), the sparse optimisation of GHA and its pairedvariant, Asymmetri GHA (previously unpublished), and the inlu-sion of entropy-based term weighting for Latent Semanti Analysisinto the GHA algorithm suh as to allow it to be used to performinremental LSA (24). The �rst two are generally appliable in var-ious areas of omputer siene, whilst the third is of ourse spei�to LSA. These algorithms are eah evaluated and used to produeresults presented in this work.The signi�ant quantitative results of the work pertain to SVD-basedlanguage modelling, and an be summarised as follows. SVD-basedsmoothing of n-gram language models was not demonstrated to pro-due any improvement on the baseline single order n-gram languagemodel on orpora of 20,000 bigrams, 200,000 trigrams or 1000,000trigrams. However, linear interpolation of the SVDLM with the n-gram produed large perplexity redutions on all three orpora. A20% perplexity redution was demonstrated on the 20,000 bigramorpus, a 30% perplexity redution was demonstrated on the 200,000



122 Chapter 7 Conlusiontrigram orpus and a 44% perplexity redution was demonstrated onthe 1000,000 trigram orpus. 10 to 15 of the top singular vetor pairswas found to be optimal on the largest orpus, and a weighting of1000,000 in favour of the SVDLM was found to be neessary.7.3 DisussionIn this setion we reall the researh questions raised in the intro-dution and onsider how far we have ome toward answering them.We begin with the questions relating to eigen deomposition beforemoving on to disuss GHA.7.3.1 Eigen Deomposition�A Panaea?It might seem at a glane that there are few problems that annot besolved by eigen deomposition and its relatives, magially produinginformation where previously there didn't seem to be any. And howdo they do this? By throwing away part of the information! LatentSemanti Analysis has been applied with suess to many di�erentproblems, inluding long span stohasti language model dependen-ies (3). This work has gone on to show bene�ts in language mod-elling at the n-gram level. Furthermore, other tehniques based ona similar priniple of using the surfae form of data as an unreliableindiator of a smaller number of underlying and preditive onstrutshave produed admirable results (35). The limitations? Firstly, suhapproahes an only be e�etive in the ase that there are a smallernumber of onepts that predit the surfae behaviour. Seondly, theassumptions about how these onepts interat need to be at leastmostly aurate. This is potentially the greatest problem, sine evenrelatively simple phenomena might require several layers of reason-ing to model suessfully. Thirdly, the data needs to be available onwhih the preditions an be made, and fourthly, the way in whihthe model is alulated and the form it takes need to be pratial



7.3 Disussion 123given the situation.
• What is the utility of eigen deomposition and related teh-niques to natural language proessing? More spei�ally:� Can eigen deomposition and related tehniques be usedto improve language models at the n-gram level?� What are the impliations of this result and other applia-tions of eigen deomposition in natural language proess-ing for its overall utility in this domain?It has been demonstrated that singular value deomposition has thepotential to improve language models at the n-gram level, at least asfar as perplexity is an appropriate measure with whih to determinethis. Stohasti (n-gram) language modelling remains the dominantapproah to large domain language modelling today, and therefore ausable approah that produes a marked perplexity redution is ofinterest. Usability in this ase depends on a) methods being avail-able that are apable of performing the required deomposition, andb) the resulting language model being usable, for example, from atratability point of view.Tratability issues typially diminish with time, as more powerfulomputing hardware beomes more readily available, though salableomplexity and memory requirements will always be an advantage.Another thing that is likely to derease with time is the share ofthe market that stohasti language modelling holds. Simple n-gramlanguage modelling is ignorant of so many aspets of language stru-ture that it an only be a matter of time before more intelligent ap-proahes take over (45). The approah presented here is just anotherexample of haking away trying to extrat every last oune of valuefrom an extremely impoverished representation. That said, there isenormous potential for ombining optimised n-gram language modelswith other more knowledge-rih representations, suh that the bestof eah is maintained.



124 Chapter 7 Conlusion7.3.2 Generalized HebbianAlgorithm�Overhyped or Underrated?This work has provided an opportunity to work with the GeneralizedHebbian Algorithm under a variety of irumstanes, and in doing so,develop some intuitions about its reliability, validity and usefulness.Perhaps the single most salient thing to mention from a pragmatipoint of view is that, given the pratial onstraints that applied atthe time, the singular value deomposition of the 1 million word tri-gram orpus, the largest orpus in this work, was produed usingthe Asymmetri Generalized Hebbian Algorithm beause no othermeans were available by whih this might be done. Not to say that itannot urrently be ahieved any other way, but that given the plau-sibly representative onditions under whih this work was performed,spei�ally, reasonable availability of hardware and software, AGHAwas the only tool that ould do the job. Options for allowing on-ventional approahes to be used inlude using hardware with moreRAM and using software with lower RAM requirements. For exam-ple, there is an anedotal suggestion that SVDLIBC an be adaptedto use disk rather than RAM, muh inreasing the size of dataset itan be used to deompose at the expense of time. There may also beimplementations available that the author is not aware of with lowerRAM requirements.
• What is the value of the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm andits variants in performing eigen deomposition and related teh-niques in the natural language proessing domain? More speif-ially:� What is the value of the Generalized Hebbian Algorithmin performing Latent Semanti Analysis?� Can the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm be used to per-form singular value deomposition on n-gram data? Is thetehnique valuable for performing this task.� In what ways an the Generalized Hebbian Algorithm beextended to inrease its utility in this domain?



7.3 Disussion 125GHA has been suessfully applied to Latent Semanti Analysis andn-gram language modelling in this work, and its utility has been ex-tended in a number of ways, most signi�antly through the develop-ment of an asymmetri version and sparse variants. Areas of onernfous around speed and auray. Auray issues are tied up in therate at whih the algorithm onverges on the eigen or singular ve-tors, and the means by whih onvergene is reognised. However,the ways in whih deompositions have been used in this work havebeen tolerant to a ertain inauray, and the suess of the approahspeaks for the suess of the basi algorithm. Sine AGHA was theonly method of performing singular value deomposition on the largeorpus readily available, the quality of the deomposition, that is tosay, proximity of the AGHA-produed singular vetors to the atualsingular vetors, is di�ult to verify. Other implementers have usedorthogonality of the singular vetors as a measure of the quality ofa GHA deomposition. However, this is dubious. A vetor an beorthogonal to the others whilst still pointing in any of an in�nity ofwrong diretions.The performane of the SVD-based language model itself providessome indiret information about the auray of the deomposition.Convergene has been studied on the smaller orpora, and urves ofperplexity against k produed in the previous hapter. The extentto whih the shape of the urve is similar ought to re�et a similarauray of deomposition aross the orpora. The shape of this urvealso guides hoie of k in the SVD-based language model hosen forthe interpolation work: the optimal k for this senario ought to beabout the same point on the perplexity urve for the pure SVD-basedlanguage models, as indeed it turns out to be. This is a very roughand ready guide however.As disussed earlier, the implementation used here �rst trains a sin-gular vetor, then freezes it and moves on to the next singular vetor.This means that inauray in earlier vetors an potentially be ov-ered for by later ones. Singular vetors may be disovered out oforder. Vetors may over parts of the data that earlier or later ve-tors ought to have overed. Additional vetors may be appended tothe end to ompensate for parts of the data that were missed. This



126 Chapter 7 Conlusionmay mean that the performane of the SVD-based language model isrobust to poor onvergene performane in the algorithm. It mightbe supposed also that optimal k would be a little higher in a poordeomposition. Optimal k is indeed a little higher on the large or-pus, deomposed using AGHA, than on the smaller ones, but this anno doubt be at least partly aounted for by the greater omplexityof a larger orpus, both in terms of dimensionality and number ofobservations.Time taken for GHA and variants to onverge is most prohibitivewhere many eigen/singular vetors are required. The natural lan-guage appliations disussed in this work are appropriate given thisonstraint, in the sense that they require only the top few vetors.LSA's requirement of several hundred might make GHA a less de-sirable option where time is short, but it is easy to think of a rangeof situations in whih the positive might outweigh the negative withregards to the desirability of GHA in this ontext. The SVD-basedlanguage modelling interpolation work shows great utility to just thetop 15 or so singular vetor pairs, making GHA rather appealing.The implementation used in this work produed that many singularvetor pairs on the large orpus in around ten minutes. There re-mains the possibility that onventional approahes will surpass GHAas tratability beomes less of an issue. GHA will retain its edgeregarding absolute memory footprint, but there will always be argu-ments for eah approah depending on the individual irumstanes.7.3.3 Wider PerspetivesWe began the thesis with a disussion of the power a model-basedsystem designed to perform some omputational task might be saidto embody. Distint from intelligene, often thought to be the pre-serve of adaptive systems, the power intrinsi to a model is sug-gested here to reside in its ability to pereive (that is to say, therihness/adequay of the information with whih it is provided) andthe nature and omplexity of the dependenies it is able to detet.The vetor spae model provides us with an �in�nitely� extensible



7.3 Disussion 127representational framework. Eigen deomposition provides us with auseful, proven way to detet linear dependenies. This is the ontextin whih the work took plae.Reall that eigen deomposition rotates the data suh that dimension-ality is redued without any loss of information. This dimensionality,the �rank�, potentially smaller than the original but without any lossof information, might be thought of as the �true� dimensionality ofthe data, were we to put aside for the moment the fat that nonlineardependenies are not detetable using this proess. However, sinedepending on the task a smaller dimensionality might be more useful,the impliation is that the part of the data that is best disarded is,from the point of view of the task, meaningless noise (for example,that the speaker has a old or is happy does not a�et the semantisof their ommand).However, another way of thinking of the onept of noise in the datais to think in terms of what we an model. If we think of a perfetmodel as one whih an aurately predit the next word in a se-quene based on what has gone before, then there will be an extentto whih the model annot explain a ertain part of the data. Thatis to say, given an in�nity of data, there is still an extent to whih fu-ture input is unpreditable. For example, even human-level languageproessing ability fails to predit for the most part what a personwill say next. Theoretially, however, (somewhat depending on yourworld view) given enough information you ould predit anything. Itis your aess to information and your modelling strategy that plaesthe limitations. From this perspetive, all �noise� is the fault of aombination of inadequate information and an imperfet modellingstrategy.Given limited aess to information and a limited modelling strategy,there is only a ertain amount of preditability in the input that is ap-parent to you, and therefore a ertain maximum performane. Eigendeomposition, however, reates a perfet representation of the train-ing input. Only a ertain amount of that representation is generalis-able. The rest is not. So we go from our earlier �true� dimensionalityof the data, that is, an aurate desription of the training orpus, to



128 Chapter 7 Conlusiona dimensionality that desribes that part of the data that given ourlimited ability to model, is the best we an do in terms of reatinga representation likely to apply to future unseen data from the samedistribution. We disard the �over�tting�. This view of noise, unlikethe earlier one, is not task-entri, but model-entri.The model-entri view of noise is niely enaptured in the entropymeasure of unpreditability, and �ts neatly with Shannon's informa-tion theory (33). Sine entropy is a measure of the extent to whihthe data �surprises� us given our model, a better model is one witha lower entropy. Suppose we have performed eigen deomposition onour data. We then redue the dimensionality of the data in the newspae, one dimension at a time, starting with the least signi�ant.Eah time we remove a dimension we ompare our new model to atest set of unseen data drawn from the same distribution. As di-mensionality dereases, we might expet that entropy would remainonstant for a while or even drop, as the information being disardedis detail not appliable to the test data. Then, as generally appli-able information starts to be disarded, entropy begins to inrease.In �nding the lowest number of dimensions we an ahieve withoutompromising entropy, we �nd the dimensionality of the data, withinthe onstraints imposed by the linearity of the eigen deompositionrepresentation and the information available to the model.In Chapter 6, this exat experiment was performed using word n-grams. The interesting thing is that entropy (or more spei�ally,perplexity, whih is a simple transformation of entropy) never easedto drop as the number of dimensions inreased toward the maximum.This is interesting, and there are a number of possible explanations.The �rst is that there is no super�uous information in the dataset.This seems unlikely sine any real dataset, with its omissions and itsimperfet frequenies, is unlikely to be perfetly representative of thedistribution from whih it was drawn. The absene of an observation,in this ontext, is no less super�uous information than the preseneof a misleading one, and surely, the absene of relevant observationsis the urse of data-driven language modelling if ever there was one.The seond explanation is that the super�uous dimensions are not theleast numerially signi�ant. For this to �t with our observations,



7.3 Disussion 129there would have to be no set of the least signi�ant dimensions,however small, omprising predominantly over�tting. There may beinteresting possibilities for deteting and disarding super�uous di-mensions based on riteria other than numerial signi�ane. Whilstthe tehnique brings with it the boon of allowing us to treat abseneof plausible data as over�tting, it does nothing to help us separateout the noise from the valid low-frequeny events. In exluding thenoise, we also exlude rare events. There is ompelling researh show-ing that exluding exeptions is harmful in language proessing tasks(13). In the work presented here, hapaxes (words ourring only one)were not exluded, despite this being a ommon approah to improv-ing tratability. A frequeny of one is often onsidered too low for theresulting probability estimate to be of value, but muh of the pointof the dimensionality redution tehnique used here is that it tunesprobabilities based on generalisations in the orpus. In improvingprobabilities based on low frequenies, it might therefore be expetedto be of great bene�t, and in order for the tehnique to do this, thesewords need to be inluded. In this respet, the approah might beonsidered to value rare events highly. Nonetheless, the approah isdisarding exeptions, and some of the dimensions in the deomposi-tion will be about, or mostly about, these. This might explain whyan interpolated language model ultimately ahieved the best result:interpolation provided a way to inlude the exeptions. Daelemans etal. put it strongly: abstration or editing is never bene�ial to gen-eralisation auray (13). Exeptions need to be inluded. The thirdexplanation is that the linearity assumption fails to model the dataaurately. Whilst useful, the impliation is that there is potentiallyroom for improvement on the results presented in this work throughthe modelling of nonlinear dependenies. In the ontext of LatentSemanti Analysis, nonlinear orpus preproessing methods are al-ready the standard (16). Kernel methods provide another approahto modelling suh dependenies, by ombining features through non-linear kernel funtions to reate new feature dimensions, and raiseinteresting questions given the disussion so far about the value ofinreasing the dimensionality of the data.We onlude this setion with some questions for further onsidera-tion. There are two examples in this work of very low task-entri



130 Chapter 7 Conlusiondimensionalities. What irumstanes a�et task-entri dimension-ality? What are the properties of the task that drive it up? Whatare the properties of the dataset that drive it up? How does a linearrepresentation reat to non-linearity in the phenomena it is attempt-ing to model? Can true dimensionality, however you de�ne it, beapproximated based on some harateristis of the data distribution,and if so, what might those harateristis be?7.4 Future WorkInteresting future work inludes the demonstration of LSA on a largerorpus than has yet been used: does the performane of LSA ontinueto improve as orpus size inreases? Within LSA, the developmentof a sparse version of the variant of GHA that inludes the entropy-based row normalisation step would be valuable work. Interest inusing GHA for LSA is widespread.Demonstrating SVD-based language modelling as a valuable additionto the language modelling arsenal requires that it be extended tobak-o� language models and that an improvement on the state ofthe art an be demonstrated. This learly onstitutes the next stepwith the work. There is also room for improvement with regardsto tratability. Additionally, there may be possibilities for applyingProbabilisti LSA at the n-gram level.Applying the method to small-domain language models, suh as areoften used in spoken dialogue systems, raises interesting possibili-ties. SVD-based language models would have no tratability issuesin small domains. However, small domain language models are of-ten grammar-based, though often with orpus-derived probabilitiesinluded. How an SVD be used to improve performane of thiskind of language model? The approah ould help to leverage smalltraining orpora.The probabilities in the SVD-based language model, as generated by



7.4 Future Work 131the approah desribed here, are only loosely probabilities. They areonstruted from a model of n-gram ourrene that assumes surfaebehaviour is the additive total of a number of in�uenes, and so theell values in the model are the total arrived at by varying the num-ber of in�uenes. Put that way, it doesn't seem suh a streth to usethem to alulate probabilities, but when you onsider that the in-�uenes an be negative, onerns may arise. Whilst it is reasonablethat a n-gram ount might be lowered by an in�uene, one e�et isthat sometimes we have negative ounts, leading to negative �prob-abilities�. The problem has been solved here by imposing a �oor onn-gram ounts. However, there is the opportunity here for develop-ing the approah into something perhaps better founded, and maybeeven more e�etive. Again, PLSA springs to mind.As disussed in the previous setion, it is possible that the over�ttingin the singular value deomposition in the language modelling tasksdoes not omprise the least numerially signi�ant of the dimensions,and so the dimensionality redution performed here disarded valu-able information with the valueless. It is possible that the SVDLMould be signi�antly improved, and maybe even surpass in perfor-mane the interpolated language model that produed the best resultshere, through the inlusion of some other method for deiding whihdimensions to retain than a numerial uto� on singular value. Oneapproah might be to present an unseen orpus, and hoose dimen-sions to disard based on optimising performane on this set. Theapproah should be inlusive: we should disard only the dimensionsthat hurt the result on the unseen test set. Inluding a valid but rareexeption will probably not improve performane on the unseen set,but it won't damage it either. Exluding over�tting in the form offor example an absene of a plausible observation might be expetedto improve performane on an unseen set. A seond unseen orpuswould then be required to evaluate the resulting language model.Other interesting diretions inlude the appliation of kernel methodsto the data to see if n-grams and similar an better be modelledthrough a nonlinear approah.
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